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Chapter 1: Preface 
 
 Every five years, public transit providers are compelled by the federal government to 

conduct a Comprehensive Operational Analysis (COA) of their transit system. In 2014, with the 

help of outside consultant Jarrett Walker & Associates (JWA), the Indianapolis Public 

Transportation Corporation (IndyGo) conducted their most recent COA. The purpose of this 

analysis was to assess IndyGo’s current conditions, areas of need for improvement and future 

goals for growth to determine how to best serve the transit needs of Indianapolis’ citizens. The 

final COA resulted in a report entitled “IndyGo Forward” which provides a framework for 

operations in a midrange timeframe (5-7 years). Prior to the COA, an Existing Conditions report 

was completed outlining specifically how IndyGo has performed as a public transit service 

provider within its Indianapolis/Marion County service area. 

 IndyGo is seen, within the context of the greater Indianapolis multimodal transit network, 

as a social service pursuing a coverage goal (IndyGo Forward Existing Conditions Report, 

2013). Bus service in Indianapolis it is not necessarily seen as a viable transit option for persons 

with access to a private automobile as vehicle headways typically average 30-60 minutes, and 

average vehicle speeds are below the national averages (NTD Fact Book, 2014). In practice, a 

coverage goal results in a large geographical area of service with 30-120 minute vehicle 

headways1 and many routes with deviations in the middle or outer portions, which result in 

inefficient service for the bus rider. Routes can be difficult to understand and headways vary 

between peak and off-peak traffic hours. The general underfunding of the transit network over 

time (IndyGo, 2015), as well as a culture of car ownership and car friendly regulations and 

policies throughout the country (Taylor and Morris, 2014), has resulted in relatively low 

                                                           
1 Vehicle headway is the time between bus arrivals at a time point.  
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ridership (NTD Fact Book, 2014).  In turn, this is perceived by policy makers and the general 

public as a lack of demand for transit in general, which is further reflected in funding decisions 

and referenda. 

 An under-funded transit network means buses can either serve a large area infrequently 

(coverage) or a smaller area more frequently (ridership), but not both. This is the coverage versus 

ridership dilemma that many transit providers are faced with at this time (Walker, 2013). For the 

first time in years, the question of ridership versus coverage was put to the general public, riders, 

stakeholders and policy makers by IndyGo administrators and planners. The response from the 

majority of respondents was that IndyGo should move toward a ridership model. Respondents 

stated that service should be more frequent (with all day service and continuous spans) and more 

linear (meaning fewer route deviations). The political will to make these difficult changes was 

promised by business leaders, and IndyGo Forward was proposed with the hope that the result 

would be a service that riders could access more freely by not having to consult hard-to-

understand pocket schedules or be penalized with hour-long waits at bus stops. 

 Another system-wide proposal from IndyGo Forward was a shift in network design. 

IndyGo is considered to be a “hub & spoke” network. With only three cross town routes and 27 

of 31 routes converging upon the downtown area, Indianapolis’ service area map resembles a 

bicycle wheel. This means that it often takes a trip downtown and a transfer back outbound to 

travel along the outer edges of town by bus. IndyGo and JWA proposed a shift to a more grid-

based network allowing riders to go more places more freely and efficiently.  

 One year after the plan was adopted, IndyGo and community stakeholders have had to 

adhere to their plan. This is despite some negative feedback from riders and members of the 

public who are becoming anxious as the date of implementation for the service improvements 
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nears. As with any plan for improvement, the new design will need time to take effect, and for 

the public to acclimate themselves to the service changes.  

 Of particular note to this research paper is the determination that optimal spacing of bus 

stops be implemented to help improve a wide range of transit operating and maintenance metrics 

such as vehicle on-time performance, system reliability, operating/bus maintenance cost, and 

user perception. Fewer stops potentially mean more walking, but it potentially means less 

stopping, faster average speeds, more predictable service, and less cost to improve amenities as 

well such as fewer stops in need of an amenity. IndyGo is positioning itself to become a more 

robust and reliable transportation option for every person in Indianapolis.  

 At the same time as IndyGo Forward is taking place, many other initiatives and plans are 

being conducted throughout the city and region. The Central Indiana Regional Transportation 

Authority (CIRTA) with the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) and IndyGo are 

working on a regional transportation network which includes Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) as well as 

a significant improvement to the underlying fixed-route bus service Indy Connect. The MPO is 

also working on a Regional Bikeways Trail network to enhance the bicycle and pedestrian 

network which supports a robust transit service. A local non-profit, Health by Design, with the 

help of community stakeholders, the American Planning Association (APA) and planning 

consultant Nelson\Nygaard, is completing work on a pedestrian study and prioritization matrix to 

determine the best way that limited funding should be allocated to improve walkability within 

the city of Indianapolis entitled Walkways. In addition, an organization named Reconnecting Our 

Waterways (ROW) is working on a plan to improve access to the city’s many riverbanks, 

reservoirs and canals.  
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 The city itself has adopted a complete overhaul of their zoning ordinance for the first 

time in over forty years titled Indy Rezone. A complete streets ordinance has recently been 

developed and adopted by the city of Indianapolis. Plan 2020 is a planning initiative using the 

city’s bicentennial as a theme for many improvements throughout the city. ReBuild Indy uses 

federal funds to improve much of the infrastructure that is in need of improvement throughout 

the city. And IndyGo is scheduled to open their first off-street transportation center in 70 years in 

downtown Indianapolis in June 2016, causing the 27 downtown routes to be restructured from 

the “downtown loop” and into the new Julia Carson Downtown Transit Center located in the 

southeastern quadrant of the city center.  

 All of these local and regional plans to improve the quality of life in Indianapolis make 

the need for in depth improvements to bus stop spacing all the more important. Each of the city’s 

3,840 bus stops is integral to the greater framework of connectivity and accessibility, and 

therefore must be analyzed separately to determine their needs and their role within the greater 

context of the neighborhood, their respective bus route and their contribution or detraction from 

the performance of the entire system. These are 3,840 points of contact to the bus system and 

each one needs to be addressed.  
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Chapter 2: Introduction 
 
 The basis for this research paper is to determine what the relationship between bus stop 

spacing and fixed-route operations as well as the relationship to the transit rider experience. 

Research suggests that bus stop spacing has far-reaching effects upon mass transit both for the 

operator and for the user (Saka, 2001; Moura et al, 2011; Walker, 2013). Bus stop spacing can 

impact system reliability, average bus speed and even overall operating expense.  These three 

indicators of performance can have further reaching effects upon policy decisions, service 

enhancements (or cuts) and system wide ridership.   

 Urban planners, civil engineers and transportation officials may not agree on the exact 

appropriate distance that stops should be spaced in all instances, however where adequate 

pedestrian infrastructure exists (such as contiguous sidewalks, ADA compliant curb cuts and 

adequate lighting) optimal bus stop spacing is acceptable at ¼ mile, or 1320’ (Walker, 2012). 

This varies according to land use, density, and street typology, however, a marked difference in 

operating costs and route efficiency can be observed between a transit provider that utilizes 

optimal bus stop spacing and one that does not (Zolnik and Shrestha, 2013).  

 Fewer bus stops along a route means fewer potential stopping events, resulting in 

decreased overall dwell time of buses (passenger boarding and alighting time2), increased 

average bus speed (Saka, 2001), lower vehicle emissions as well as areas for idling buses to 

create emissions (Moore, 2012), and decreased maintenance costs (Litman, 2014). Bus stop 

spacing (how often a stopping event may occur) impacts bus maintenance costs, can impact 

transit fleet size and improve environmental air quality (Saka, 2001). In theory, optimal spacing 

                                                           
2 The time it takes to physically get onto and off of a bus, including possible deployment of the mobility device 
ramp and fare collection.  
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can result in a wide range of qualitative and quantifiable benefits to the rider and the transit 

provider. 

Theory and practice can differ, however, as service on the street is susceptible to a 

broader range of influences, but not limited to public and political, resulting in transit providers 

deciding to add bus stops. The practice of adding a bus stop when the public requests one results 

in a much higher number of bus stops than are theoretically needed. Too many bus stops can 

decrease transit’s overall level-of-service (LOS), acclimating riders to unnecessarily short 

walking distances and can be detrimental to maintenance and operating costs system-wide.  

 The objective of this research is to conduct a cost-benefit analysis of a potential bus stop 

service improvement program (BSSIP) by examining a BSSIP completed by the Central Ohio 

Transportation Authority (COTA) in relation to the Indianapolis Public Transportation 

Corporation (IndyGo), which is currently determining their need for one. The assessment uses 

both the unique characteristics of individual stops as well as information obtained through case 

study research of COTA and IndyGo. COTA has recently concluded a five-year long BSSIP in 

September 2015. IndyGo is currently deciding whether the cost of achieving, system-wide, their 

stated optimal bus stop spacing is outweighed by the deleterious effects of operating a transit 

service with what could be perceived as “too many stops.” 

 Before a transit network can improved its current condition, it should be analyzed in 

order to correct any possible disparity between past routes and new routes. Stop spacing is a 

problem on older routes because transit networks are built out over time. As bus routes grow and 

evolve, conditions in the field can become unruly. For numerous reasons, there is no shortage of 

fixed-route transportation networks that currently have average spacing of bus stops below every 

¼ mile (Litman, 2009). When service is placed on the street, bus stops are installed according to 
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a range of influences. A macro-analysis of the entire route is conducted to determine an ideal 

number of bus stops (Alonso, 2011). A street-level survey is employed then to determine exact 

stop location (i.e. nearside, far side or mid-block). A nearside stop is upstream from an 

intersection; far side is downstream from an intersection; and mid-block is in between. Each 

location can have different effects to the flow of traffic. Whether an intersection has a stop light, 

stop sign, or nothing also impacts exact placement. Each type of placement has pros and cons 

and much research has been conducted in that area (Wirasinghe & Ghoneim, 1981; Saka, 2001; 

Ahn; 2008; Alonso, et al, 2011; Hess, 2011; Popuri et al, 2011). For the purposes of this 

research, exact placement will not be comprehensively addressed. Rather, the implementation 

policy, the framework a transportation network uses to guide a macro-analysis of overall stop 

placement, will be focused on. Exact placement of bus stops is uniquely specific to a number of 

factors both on the street and regarding the nature of the service at the specific bus stop location, 

which will be looked further into. This research hopes to examine the over-arching bus stop 

selection process utilized to determine stops impacted by a BSSIP.  

 When service is first introduced, the bus stop spacing policy, or lack thereof, is 

implemented. Over time, street-level conditions change; land uses and physical forms come and 

go, growing and changing, and throughout the 1970’s and 1980’s, some transportation services 

failed to adapt with them with regards to stop spacing. As population densities and land uses 

change, requests for bus stops occur and are vetted and analyzed on an individual basis, many 

times resulting in the placement of a stop simply because someone asked for it. Over time, 

requests for additional bus stops grew resulting in an average bus stop spacing of less than what 

is now considered optimal. Research shows a close relationship between bus stop spacing and 
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fixed-route operations, however, tradeoffs occur when determining whether or not to remove a 

bus stop (Murray, 2003).  

 While more bus stops mean easier access to transit for the user (Hess, 2011), fewer bus 

stops mean more efficient routes and a better adherence to the bus schedule. Striking this balance 

is not easy (Saka, 2001) so transit providers may not be enthusiastic about implementing an 

elimination program. Bus riders can become accustomed to the ease of access, and transit 

networks may find it easier to pay the cost of providing service to extra stops rather than to 

systematically address the situation. However, transit users commonly complain when the bus 

does not run on time, or if average speeds are slow.  This research seeks to determine if it is 

necessary for IndyGo to adopt a policy of optimal spacing, which would require developing 

public and political will for a stop elimination program, inform the public through outreach and 

open houses and then begin to remove the stops which are agreed to be spaced too closely (i.e. 

stops which have lower ridership, are egregiously close to one another and which are along 

corridors with properly built pedestrian connectivity). 

 There are many factors to consider when assessing every bus stop in a system. At their 

core, bus routes are designed to transport the most people to the most places, and then to return 

them back to their origin as efficiently as possible. Bus service is not expected to rival the 

convenience of the private automobile, but it should attempt to be as close an approximation as 

possible, offering other conveniences that the auto simply cannot, in order to encourage people to 

make the switch. Bus routes are designed to connect major trip generators; residential cores to 

commercial cores, and people to jobs and services. Service spans on the routes are timed by 

transit schedulers to consider a wide range of outside influences such as varying traffic 
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conditions, capacity, street level-of-service, and the boarding and alighting of passengers. 

Inherently, there are tradeoffs to the service and expenses to consider.  

 There are also different types of riders: riders-of-choice (who may have access to a car, 

but choose to use transit) and captive-riders (who rely on the bus as their main source mobility). 

Although recent studies (COTA Bus Stop Guidelines, 2015) indicate that drawing distinctions 

between these types of riders is arcane and should be removed from decision making strategies 

as benefits to a transit system benefit all riders and making these distinctions ignores the fact that 

all riders are sensitive to changes in service. To be sure, transit providers have a responsibility to 

any of their potential riders to provide a service which is accessible, reliable and efficient. A 

transit provider has a responsibility to itself to do better than act only as a social service, but to 

attract riders across demographic ranges. Providing the best transit service benefits both types of 

riders, but they have individual needs as well.  

 In practice, balancing the needs of both types of riders is not an easy task. Operating 

budgets for transit networks are often fiscally constrained, and difficult decisions are necessary 

(Ahn, 2008). If a transit provider is a social service then it should attempt to go everywhere 

within the tax base in pursuit of a coverage goal (Walker, 2013).  Doing so, however, can be cost 

prohibitive, resulting in service spans as infrequent as every one or two hours (IndyGo Route 

Schedule, 2013-2015). If a transit provider is a business, then it would focus all of its resources 

on corridors with the highest density and provide that service as often as possible, resulting in 

fewer transit lines, but with service spans every ten to fifteen minutes, thus pursuing a ridership 

goal (Walker, 2012). In an ideal environment, buses would go everywhere as often as possible. 

However, funding for that does not exist, and average fare box recoveries (percentage of each 

passenger trip recouped by each passenger’s fare) range between 20%-40%, excluding New 
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York City (NTD, 2013 & 2015). Operating costs for transit service is mostly subsidized with 

local, state and federal tax dollars. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the provider to strike a 

balance between coverage and ridership in a way, which optimizes access to the system while 

providing the most service for the tax dollar. As such, the ridership to coverage ratio that a transit 

provider pursues varies by system, often resulting in on-board surveys and service plans unique 

to the geographic area. 

 In a fixed-route, schedule-driven bus network where every minute counts, optimal 

spacing bus stop spacing can impact multiple parts of operations. The more stops there are the 

greater the likelihood that an actual bus stopping event will occur. The boarding and/or alighting 

of a passenger(s), repeated over every route, every headway, every day, year after year, has a 

dollar amount as well. Examined closely, for a bus to stop, the operator must apply the brakes, 

exit the traffic lane (or if there isn’t a bus pull off, stopping traffic behind it) come to a complete 

stop, open the door, let passengers off, then let passengers on (possibly including the deployment 

of the ramp and the need to secure a passenger in the event that a mobility device is being used), 

allow time for fare collection, close the door, wait for an opening in traffic, accelerate, merge 

back into traffic and head to the next stop. Repeated throughout the system over the service year, 

stopping too frequently can unnecessarily and negatively impact timing of the schedules, the cost 

of the operations, and the therefore the overall usability of the service. 

 Therefore, if bus stop spacing in practice is an average of every 660’ (for instance) the 

cost, both of time and of unnecessary expenditure on bus maintenance and gasoline, can be 1-

50% (closer to 20-30%) higher than what it would be if bus stops were spaced optimally, every 

1320’ (as not every stop will be used every trip, but has the potential to be). If enough time can 

be saved, then not only can average speeds increase, allowing bus service to more closely rival 
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the automobile, but the operating fleet size could possibly be decreased system wide. Coupled 

with a smaller need for ADA-required bus stop improvements, eliminating stops can have further 

reaching impacts than on first glance.  

 Is it then fiscally beneficial for a transit provider to comprehensively address bus stop 

spacing as a way to improve service and decrease the cost of operations. Inversely, it may be 

found that the cost of unnecessary stopping events is not high enough to justify spending limited 

resources on a comprehensive stop elimination program. This research will attempt to define 

what an unnecessary stopping event is, as well as to determine if bus stop spacing theory and 

practice is the same. This research examines if a comprehensive effort to actually achieve 

theorized optimality is undertaken what effects it has upon the rider. Could it markedly increase 

overall ridership? Could it decrease, significantly, the cost to provide the service? Could the 

savings be used to further improve headways and bus stop amenities? Is the temporal savings 

great enough to decrease the fleet size necessary to provide fixed-route service?  

 This research is necessary, because bus trips are heavily subsidized (Parry & Small, 2009), and 

cutting the cost to provide such service is important to cash-strapped municipalities (IndyGo, 2013). In 

addition, because fixed-route bus service is seen as a social service (Taylor & Morris, 2014), it should 

therefore be efficient and reliable for those who depend on it for their livelihood (Wish, 1982). And 

finally, a robust, multi-modal transit network, which values and funds all forms of transit is integral to a 

complete city, and it “the transportation system initiated by one generation is one of the most important 

legacies handed down to the next generation” (Taebel & Cornels, 1977, p. # 16).
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Chapter 3: Literature Review 
 
IndyGo History 

 Fixed route, public transit is described as “regularly scheduled vehicle trips… open to all 

paying passengers… who’s trips have different origins, destinations and purposes” (Walker 

20012, pg. # 63). Public transit operators in Indianapolis began providing regularly scheduled 

trips in 1864 after a column was written in the Indianapolis Locomotive in 1859 describing how 

the city needed a new mass transit option so the city could grow and thrive. Mule and horse 

drawn carriages fixed to tracks carried people from Washington St. and Ohio St. (Military Park) 

all the way to State Street and Washington St. (the city’s near east side), a distance of two miles 

(Marlette, 2002). Throughout the first quarter of the 20th Century, the Indianapolis Interurban 

commonly moved passengers, with varied origins and destinations, throughout the growing city 

on trolley cars operated on dedicated tracks. 

 The Interurban grew as a way to move people throughout the region, from Philadelphia to 

Chicago to Louisville. As automobile production became more efficient and cost of ownership 

declined, private transit took over as the main travel mode. And after WWII, cities began to 

sprawl as home building prices decreased and the ability to travel to suburbs increased. By 1946, 

the last of the rail cars was replaced by rubber tire buses and street cars.  

“Friday, January 9th, 1953, was the last full day of 89 years of street car operation in 
Indianapolis… The “official car”… loaded with city and company officials, departed the 
West Washington shops at 12:30 a.m. for the final run over the College Avenue line, the 
sole remaining route of the 34 which had operated through the years.  
Preceded by three cars full of nostalgic fare paying passengers and another with the 
celebrity overload, and followed by a number of autos full of rail fans and long time 
street car riders, the parade slowly wended its way through downtown and onto College.  
Along the route, several stops were made for the benefit of waiting photographers.” 
(Marlette, 2002, pg. # 154) 
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According to Marlette, multiple motormen took the controls over this last trip, indicating just 

how sorely missed the service would be.  

 In 1954, the company dropped the word “Railways” from their title to become the 

Indianapolis Transit System to better reflect the existing operations. However, precipitous drops 

in ridership and revenue caused the company to cease to exist in 1957. The new company 

discontinued trackless trolley operation in 1957, but continued bus service as Indianapolis Public 

Transit, Inc. In 1975, the City of Indianapolis took full control of the company, and renamed it 

the Indianapolis Public Transportation Corporation, branded as Metro, and then simply as 

IndyGo since 1999.  

 Today, IndyGo operates 31 fixed-route bus lines, 27 of which converge downtown. 

According to their website (indygo.net), bus patrons used IndyGo for 10.29 million one way trips 

in 2014. The municipal corporation is finishing construction on a Downtown Transit Center and 

has just secured the ability to place a dedicated local funding source of 0.025% referendum onto 

the November 2016 ballot. If the ballot measure passes and a dedicated funding source becomes 

available, IndyGo will implement their 2021 mid-range plan. This will significantly increase 

transit service and reduce headways throughout the system as well as result in fixed-route to Bus 

Rapid Transit upgrades along three of IndyGo’s routes (8, 17 & 39).  

 Amidst these planning initiatives, market share is down on all modes of transit across the 

board, except for driving in the last four decades (Gifford, 2003). It is therefore incumbent upon 

city politicians and transit planners to standardize bus stop spacing and address the routes already 

in place before moving forward with new plans for increased service. This would be seen as a 

legitimate plan to make public transit rival the automobile in terms of reliability, speed and 

convenience.  
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Bus Transit Systems 

 In his book, Design of Cities, Edmund Bacon (1967) emphasized the importance of the 

relationship between mass and space in cultivating well-designed urban form. He also wrote 

about the importance of simultaneous movement systems and the unhindered flow of people 

throughout the city at varying speeds, each with their own plane to facilitate natural momentum. 

“Awareness of space as experience meant that one felt connected to a system greater than 

oneself” (1967). Bacon encouraged planners to have design with flexibility at the forefront of 

their minds, enabling healthy lifestyles by encouraging people to experience their community at 

varying speeds. Bacon envisioned urban forms in such detail that they encouraged freedom of 

movement from one place to another, as well as seamless connections between them (1967).  

 According to Delbert Taebel and James Cornehls, in their book, The Political Economy 

of Urban Transportation (1977), “The kind of city we live in today is largely a product of the 

transportation system.” Urban Planners, designers and architects and have theorized about 

movement within and around urban spaces and how this impacts urban form in a variety of ways. 

The types of movement systems predominantly chosen by citizens eventually impact further 

development, resulting in a street pattern and urban typology informed by the mode of transit, 

which then in turn rewards that particular mode over the other. The kind of urban form our cities 

take on is a reflection of a palette of ideals, but moreover, it further informs the citizen’s views of 

their environment in both conscious and subconscious ways.  

Automobile cites have a different look and feel than mass transit cities. Areas within the 

same city that were developed pre-WWII look vastly different than areas of the same city 

developed in the post-war era. Today, there is a trend back towards density and walkab, transit-

friendly communities. As such, transit agencies are now being tasked, not only with growing 
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transit systems to meet the needs of new development, but also of retrofitting it to accommodate 

multiple typologies from the past, sometimes along the same route. They are looking into ways 

to make transit more efficient.  

 Many of the North American bus systems shifted from private to public ownership in the 

1970’s, and many of these same systems did not adopt bus stop spacing guidelines until the 

1990’s (Benn, 1995). For decades, stops were placed when and where people asked for them; 

sometimes as few as one request would result in a placement of a bus stop (Columbus Dispatch 

Editorial, 2012). And ostensibly, if that person, for whatever reason, discontinued use of that 

stop, it most-likely would never be removed, resulting in hundreds of stops along routes that 

have average weekday boarding of <1 per day (IndyGo Ridership Data, 2012 - 2015).  

 Many other outside factors impact transit system health. Oil and fuel prices, transit 

vehicle headways, and ease of transit’s usability all have an impact on ridership and the cost to 

provide transit service (Ahn, 2008; Moura, 2011; Moura, 2011; Hess, 2001; Saka, 2001; 

Katzmann, 1990; Wirasinghe & Ghonheim, 1981). These factors influence people’s perception 

of transit and their willingness to use it periodically, or consistently, or not at all (Outwater, 

2011). For these reasons, public subsidies for public transit continue to grow (Parry & Small, 

2009). Millions of people throughout the country rely on fixed-route bus transit to get to work 

and to access basic goods and services. However, fare box recoveries typically return around ¼ 

of transit operations costs back to the transit providers (NTD Fact Book, 2013), making every 

operating dollar count.  
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Walking Distance                                                                                                                         

One issue that elicits a surmountable difference of opinion is perceived walking distance. Transit 

providers should be aware not to space stops too far apart as they are at a disadvantage with 

regard to public 

perception of stops. 

When asked how near a 

bus stop was to their 

origin or destination, 

“transit riders slightly 

overestimate the actual 

distance, while non-

transit riders underestimate the distance” (Hess, 2012, p. 27). This can prove problematic if the 

hope is that stop spacing guidelines will receive popular support and be implemented system-

wide as the people who 

actually have to walk further 

will magnify that distance in 

their heads while the people 

who don’t use transit will 

minimize the distance in their 

heads. This can result in a 

spacing implementation that 

might seem too far for walkers and at the same time not far enough for drivers. Educating all 

stakeholders becomes that much more important during the public outreach and comment 

Figure 2: Jarrett Walker, 2013 

Figure 1: Jarrett Walker, 2013 
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periods. Determining how far a rider will walk to the service is necessary for a transit provider to 

determine, and is influenced by a number of non-stop related factors (Walker, 2013). If the 

transit service is frequent (more than every 15 minutes) and fast (over 20 mph on average) then 

people are willing to walk approximately ½ mile to reach it. However, the more infrequent and 

slower the service is the less distance people are willing to walk to it. Therefore, limiting access 

by spacing stops further apart could lead to the intended result of raising average bus speed, 

which incentivizes people to walk further. The question though, is which comes first? There is 

also the matter of Euclidian versus on-street walking distance to consider. Grid versus curvilinear 

street-pattern impacts real distances to a bus stop from within the neighborhood (Figure 1). 

 

 

Coverage 

 Coverage gaps, in-spacing and duplicate coverage areas must also be considered when 

determining how far to space bus stops (Walker, 2013). These two occurrences have an inverse 

proportion to one another as larger coverage gaps result in smaller the duplicate coverage area 

and vice versa (Figure 2). The issue is less impactful to pedestrian walk sheds in curvilinear 

street patterns than in grid-based, however, accommodations should be made to limit coverage 

gaps where possible. 

 

 

Stop Spacing 

Stop spacing also has the ability to influence a wide-range of factors that can impact rider 

experience. Wirasinghe & Ghoneim (1981) indicate how stops “have to be spaced at a certain 
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minimum distance apart to give passengers time to ring the bell” (pg. 217). If the bus is 

travelling at an average speed of 15 mph, and stops are spaced every block (400-500’), then it 

becomes easier for the intended stop to be passed if a rider cannot pull the cord quickly enough 

to indicate to the driver that they wish to alight before their stop is passed. Typically, riders are 

not aware of an overall stop spacing guideline, they just see what the result of it is along their 

route. If their stop is passed, regardless of the net walking distance, they may feel as though they 

have been inconvenienced in this manner. Whereas if the stops were further apart, and they had 

time to pull the cord, everything would seem as if it happened according to plan.  

Bus stop spacing determines operating speed (Walker, 2013) as it’s also the exact 

location where the rider meets the bus. So, in an important way, the bus stop impacts the city as a 

whole, as well as the transportation system it provides access to, which then further shapes the 

urban form of the city. It also acts as a space for people to have spontaneous interactions and 

exchanges of ideas as it is a place where loitering is, by its nature, allowed. However, many 

decisions impacting bus stop design and implementation are decided by local jurisdictions and 

influenced by traffic engineers whose main purpose is to facilitate smooth automobile level-of-

service (TCRP Synthesis 117, 2015). However, this situation has changed in recent years as 

transit providers are becoming more assertive with regards to the needs of their riders. This has 

also resulted in a marked shift towards coordination of transit agencies and local jurisdictions to 

improve bus stop amenities and access, highlighting how important spacing can be when funding 

for bus stop improvements is limited. 
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Stop Location 

 Bus stops must be placed in a manner which facilitates safe street crossings as well as 

quick transfers at bus route intersections (COTA, 2015). Stop placement is described, typically 

as nearside, farside or midblock (see Figure 3). Each type has advantages and disadvantages and 

Figure 3: COTA Bus Stop Design Guidelines 

are implemented based on further analyses of a multitude of factors such as land use, traffic 

counts, patterns, and speed, street signals and signal length, turning lanes and volume, right-of-

way, proximity to crosswalks and pedestrian infrastructure, as well as origin and destination 

location, road grade and sight lines, etc. Early streetcar lines typically had nearside stops (TCRP 

Synthesis 117, 2015), and when converted to buses many of these remained. Many transit 

providers have since decided to recommend farside stops, pointing to safety and travel-time 

benefits, although it does add to walking distances as alighting occurs further from the curb 

radius at far side stop placements.  

A survey of 48 bus transit agencies indicates that there is a nation-wide push towards 

improving bus stops (TCRP Synthesis 117, 2015). Transit agencies indicate that more, not less, 

is more when it comes to bus stop design. Attributes that riders are looking for are longer stop 

length, improved pedestrian access (including ADA considerations), shelter and seating, 

passenger information, bike racks and trash cans. Transit agencies understand that these 
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amenities are worthwhile additions to bus stops as providing a service that is “good enough” is 

not acceptable. At the same time, local jurisdictions understand the need for additional 

improvement to stops such as in-street, concrete bus pads at stops which hamper deterioration of 

asphalt streets and bus pull-offs or bump outs which allow buses to have less of an impact to 

vehicular and pedestrian flow, and rain gardens to address water retention and displacement at 

bus stops in areas of high concrete coverage.  

Although public transit commuting is described as the cleanest mode of commuting 

compared to single-occupancy vehicle, ride-sharing and van pools (Litman, 2009), diesel buses 

do produce high volumes of particulate matter (i.e. greenhouse gases, carbon monoxide, volatile 

organic compounds, and nitrogen oxide) (Zolnik, 2013). These compounds are found at higher 

concentrations at bus stops for obvious reasons (Moore et al, 2012). Moore concludes that 

evidence strongly suggests “that it is possible to reduce exposure by changing the orientation at 

bus (stops).” Although this report does not address stop spacing it can be inferred that further 

spacing and fewer vehicle stopping events/dwell time would have an effect upon levels of 

particulate and volatile compounds found along bus routes.  

 For the purpose of this literature review, library research was conducted utilizing a 

combination of academic articles on optimal bus stop placement and the bus stops’ relation to the 

city and to the transit rider. A number of transit agency websites were also reviewed to determine 

if they had individual bus stop spacing guidelines, and a review of professional journals and 

public transit policy documents were analyzed. It is important to note, however, that actual bus 

stop spacing and its impact upon their respective transit networks has not been comprehensively 

analyzed by transit agency professionals, and that much of the research into the benefits are 

based on mathematical theory and computer modeling of traffic including hypothetical bus 
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stopping events (Saka, 2001; Li & Bertini, 2008; Alonso et al, 2011).  Therefore, this research 

will attempt to uncover what the overall impact of a Bus Stop Service Improvement Project has 

on the transit agency, the city and the riders is. 

 

Findings Not Based on Traffic Modeling 

 Two articles were found in the course of this review of the literature, which both 

attempted to determine the effects of actual bus stop eliminations upon route-efficiency, both 

having varied conclusions (Zolnik, 2013 & El-Geneidy et al, 2005). For their part, transit 

professionals employed within a transit agency, from this researcher’s perspective, are extremely 

busy individuals who do not have the luxury of mining the data they have to determine exact 

monetary or temporal benefits that addressing bus stop spacing may or may not have upon the 

system.  

 As Jarrett Walker describes in the introduction to his book, “transit professionals are not 

always in a position to clarify the debate... (as they) often find their time consumed by daily 

crises and controversies and simply don’t have the time to take a wider view” (2013, p. 16). As 

such, the conclusions in this paper were based on the research done in the COTA case study 

based on the data received from their planning staff. 

Much of the research on the potential benefits of a comprehensive BSSIP is based upon 

probability and traffic modeling computer software. While this is certainly valuable and helps to 

determine what potential costs and benefits are, it is not as helpful for transit agency decision 

makers as actual analysis of real world effects of addressing bus stop spacing. One journal article 

analyzed real APC data from a transit agency that concluded an actual BSSIP, which was used as 

an example for COTA.  
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The authors who analyzed a comprehensive stop spacing program completed in 2004 by 

TriMet in Portland, Oregon’s concluded that: “Passenger activity was found to be unaffected by 

stop consolidation, while bus running times improved… the utility of their trip-making appears 

to have been unaffected by stop consolidation, while the transit provider gained from efficiency 

improvements. Finally, although reliability improvements are a commonly expected 

consequence of stop consolidation, we found no evidence of a change in running time or 

headway variation in the route segments studied” (El-Geneidy et al, 2005, p. 40). 

 While this is clearly not an indictment of the stop spacing program, it is a refreshingly 

level verdict on the TriMet BSSIP, which is a toned down version of the expressions found in 

much literature disseminated to the public by transit providers in hopes of convincing their riders 

not to overreact to the possible implementation of a project that could impact their bus stop. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 
 
  

COTA BSSIP Review 

 A case study on the Central Ohio Transit Authority Bus Stop Service Improvement 

Project from 2009 to 2015 has been conducted. This investigation attempted to understand the 

costs and benefits of the overall elimination program by analyzing the entire process from prior 

to its inception in 2009 to the present. Data was collected from onboard surveys conducted by 

COTA staff, information disseminated to the public, and feedback from riders at open houses 

and public meetings. Pocket schedules prior to 2009 and after 2015 were analyzed to compare 

service intervals and headways. Past COA’s were looked at to analyze any changes in policy, 

which led to this decision. Data on fuel consumption was compared before, during and after the 

changes have taken place and compared to total service/deadhead mileage to determine if any 

change has occurred as a result of serving fewer stops. Stop level ridership data was compared 

throughout the implementation period of the BSSIP to determine in what way ridership has 

changed relative to service adjustments. Finally, interviews were conducted with COTA staff to 

determine any qualitative findings with regard to public perception of the project, to bus stop 

amenity improvements resulting from the project, and if overall system usability changes 

occurred as a result of the changes implemented.  

 

IndyGo Analysis  

This information will be used to make a recommendation to transit service providers who 

are currently evaluating the process to determine if a BSSIP is a worthwhile endeavor. 

Specifically, IndyGo’s highest ridership and most linear route, Washington Street - Route 8, was 
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analyzed to determine which stops would be eliminated if a BSSIP were to be implemented. 

Estimates to lowered bus maintenance costs, fuel consumption, amenity improvements and user 

impact were extrapolated. The same analysis of a mid-ridership and less linear route, Park 100 - 

Route 37, and a low-ridership, but growing route, Shelby - Route 22, were also conducted to 

determine if effects can be quantified for less used routes or if a BSSIP should be implemented 

only on higher ridership routes, if at all. Stop spacing was analyzed compared to average 

weekday ridership, and assessed on the ground, to determine, in the event of the adoption of a 

BSSIP by IndyGo, which stops could be removed, the cost to remove them, the perception and 

impact removing them has on the rider, and the financial and temporal impact removing them 

has on the transit provider.  
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Chapter 5: Central Ohio Transit Authority (COTA) BSSIP Analysis 
 
 Columbus, Ohio and Indianapolis, IN share numerous similarities. Both are fairly large, 

Midwestern, state capitols. Indianapolis had an estimated 2014 population of 848,788 people; 

Columbus was next in line with 835,957 people (US Census, 2014). Both cities are oriented 

similarly with regards to their major highways, universities, rivers and respective states. Both 

cities have what can be described as a hub and spoke transit system, although COTA’s system 

has grown into a more grid-based system with nineteen local routes and eight cross-town routes. 

IndyGo has 27 routes with three cross-town routes and one circulator on its east side. COTA also 

operates 40 express routes.  

 Where Indianapolis and Columbus differ is mainly in their population density and land 

area. Indianapolis has an average population density of 2,273 people per square mile, and a 

geographic land area of 365.1 square miles. Columbus, on the other hand, has a population 

density of 3,624 people per square mile, and a geographic land area of 217 square miles. In 2010, 

COTA had an operating budget of $100,002,000 and a 2013 total ridership (unlinked passenger 

trips) of 18,472,000 (APTA, 2014). In 2015, IndyGo had an operating budget $66,667,625, and a 

total ridership (unlinked passenger trips) of 9,666,605 (IndyGo). The difference in operating 

budget is made up almost entirely from the local tax portion of revenue (IndyGo/COTA), with 

fare box recovery as the 2nd largest difference in funding. Columbus, OH is mainly supported by 

a 0.025% dedicated funding source from local sales tax. In 2016, IndyGo received approval to 

place a 0.025% income tax onto the November 2016 ballot for referendum approval, however, 

to-date, there has not been access to this type of local funding.  
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 COTA operates 308 buses over 

1,080 in-service lane miles, and has 

3387 stops and 377 shelters (COTA, 

2015/ NTD, 2015). IndyGo operates 155 

buses over 734 in-service lane miles, 

and has 3840 bus stops with 233 

shelters. This results in an average bus 

stop spacing of 496’ for IndyGo and 

841’ for COTA (after the completion of 

COTA’s BSSIP in 2015). These 

averages do not reflect the exact 

individual nature of stop spacing as 

there is not an exact equal number of 

inbound and outbound stops and transfer 

points at intersections are spaced closely 

together for a reason. This average also 

does not consider multiple routes on the 

same street segments. However, it does 

provide a good aerial snapshot of what 

spacing looks like system-wide to 

compare to spacing guidelines and 

policies.  

 In 1999, COTA adopted stop 

Figure 4: COTA 2016 System Map 

Figure 5: IndyGo 2016 System Map 
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spacing guidelines to address the issue created by decades of unguided stop placement (COTA, 

2012). In that document, new stops, either to replace old ones or along new routes, were to be 

spaced every 660’ in areas of population density in excess of 4,000 people per square mile, and 

1320’ in areas of density within 2,000-4,000 people per square mile. Bus stops in areas with 

fewer than 2,000 people per square mile were to be addressed on an individual basis (COTA, 

2012). It was not until 2008 that COTA planners and administrators began to address their 

current stop spacing as a way to standardize not just stops moving forward, but every stop within 

its system.  

 The Bus Stop Service Improvement Project was initiated in 2009, and public open houses 

were scheduled to receive feedback. The stated goals of the five-year plan to reduce 20% of their 

current bus stops were: (1) to decrease overall bus dwell times, trip times, and number of bus 

deceleration and acceleration events, (2) permit COTA stop amenities to be relocated, and (3) 

lower operating and capital costs by reducing braking, increasing fuel efficiency and potentially 

reducing overall fleet size (COTA, 2009). New bus stop spacing guidelines would be adopted 

and implemented according to 

“block lengths and physical elements, current population/employment density, bus dwell 
time, onboard passenger travel time, transfer opportunities, Transit Oriented 
Development (TOD) potential, future development (projected 1-3 years), accessibility 
(including sidewalks, waiting areas and roadway speeds), and special considerations 
(such as persons with disabilities or a particularly high volume stops servicing areas with 
higher density of senior citizens).” (COTA, 2014, sec. 3-3) 
 

 Transit agencies from around the country already had stop spacing guidelines in place, 

such as CATS in Charlotte, NC; RTSA in Cleveland, OH; LYNX in Orlando, FL; Metro Transit 

in Minneapolis, MN; TriMet in Portland, OR; SFMTA in San Francisco, CA; GRTC in 

Richmond, VA; King County Metro in Seattle, WA… etc. These were looked into by COTA 

staff prior to the implementation of their 2009 guideline adoption. COTA staff and 
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administrators decided to adopt a version of the 1320’ stop spacing guideline to implement along 

their routes.  

Agency Location 

Minimum 
Stop 

Distance 
(ft.) 

Middle 
Stop 

Distance 
(ft.) 

Maximum 
Stop 

Distance 
(ft.) 

Average Stops 
Per Mile 

SFMTA San Francisco, CA 800 

 

1000 5 – 7 

TriMET Portland, OR 780 

 

1320 4 – 7 

Metro Transit Minneapolis, MN 660 

  

6 – 8 

SEPTA Philadelphia, PA 500 

  

10 

GRTC Richmond, VA 880 1056 1320 4 – 6 

King Co. Metro Seattle, WA 880 

 

2640 4 – 6 

LYNX Orlando, FL 600 750 1000 5 – 9 

RTA Cleveland, OH 600 

 

1350 4 – 8 

CATS Charlotte, NC 500 900 1300 4 – 10 

COTA Columbus, OH 500 850 1200+ 4 – 10 

Figure 6: COTA BSSIP 

 Jarrett Walker, transit planning consultant and author of the book Human Transit: How 

Clear Thinking About Public Transit Can Enrich Our Communities and Our Lives (2013), as 

well as consultant for COTA writes that ideal bus stop spacing is every 1320’. However, a 

number of factors can make this ideal a target instead of a rule. In 2009, COTA decided to adopt 

a spacing guideline of 500-700’ in areas of high density (12,800+ people/square mile), 700-850’ 

in areas of medium density (6,400-12,800 people/square mile), 850-1200’ in areas of low density 

(1,920-6,400 people/square mile), and 1,200’ or more in rural areas (0-1,920 people/square 

mile). This was a decision made by COTA staff at the time, which is the opposite of the JWA 

Consultants recommendation, which COTA staff says, “warrants further analysis” (COTA Bus 

Stop Design Guidelines, 2014, sec. 3-3).  
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 Still, the number of total stops that COTA buses served in 2010 was 4,270. The program 

was described as a 

success as they reached 

their target goal of a 

20% reduction in stops, 

either due to elimination 

or consolidation, 

resulting in a 2015 stop 

total of 3,387. With 377 

shelters, this meant an 

immediate increase in 

the percentage of stops 

served by a shelter, or 

more importantly, an 

immediate reduction in 

the number of stops 

possibly in need of 

improvement; 

decreasing from 92% 

down to 88%.  

 The BSSIP, after obtaining stakeholder support and informing the public of their plans, 

addresses stop spacing along express routes first, from 2010 to 2011. Then, from 2011 to 2015, 

they moved onto their local routes. Groups of 500 stops would be analyzed first from an aerial 

Figure 7: COTA BSSIP Analysis, 2013. 
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perspective to determine which stops were suitable for removal or consolidation (Figure 7). A 

list of stops would then be examined on the ground and compared to land use, population 

density, ridership and pedestrian infrastructure. Then, notices would be sent to the public. The 

entire five-year program was officially an ongoing public comment period. But further and more 

detailed notice would allow for specific comment on a stop-by-stop basis immediately preceding 

and following the removal of particular stops. Once deemed appropriate to be removed, COTA 

staff would cover the stops with canvas hoods and padlocks. This meant the stop was officially 

closed, and COTA staff had three weeks to physically remove the signs from utility poles or 

dedicated bus stop poles.  

 Overall the program has been seen as a success by COTA planning staff and 

administrators. As planning staff for transit agencies are typically busy managing the service, a 

complete “data mine” to determine exact costs or benefits from the plan have yet to be 

completely audited, and may never be completed. However, the general consensus of COTA and 

their riders is that the system on-time performance has improved; the average speed of the buses 

has increased and the entire system is moving more efficiently (COTA, 2015). Total fuel 

consumption by COTA buses was not able to be exactly quantified, but COTA staff has 

indicated that it is lower than before 2010.  
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Further Discussion 

 According to COTA staff, the main benefit of the BSSIP was a system-wide 

standardization of bus stop spacing legitimizing operations that resulted from staff efforts. Bus 

stops are an integral component of the overall service, and having an official word on them and 

an official process for their implementation is key to COTA planners as they make further efforts 

to improve the system.  

 This is reflected in their comprehensive Bus Stop Design Guide, which addresses every 

aspect of bus stop design from site plan review for public and private developers to transit route 

modifications by COTA staff, bus stop placement and design, temporary reroutes and closures 

for nearby construction, installation and safety considerations, access (including ADA), 

amenities, spacing, on-street physical characteristics and potential for transit oriented 

development implementation. The 103-page document provides transit friendly design 

suggestions for developers such as links to all relevant Access Board and ADA requirements 

governing bus stop construction, and turning radii for the coaches they use. Finished, and added 

to the COTA website in 2015, this document is a comprehensive effort to bring Columbus policy 

makers, stakeholders and the general public, up to speed on what COTA’s needs are from the 

city and from its riders so that nothing can be mistaken with regards to the importance of bus 

stops to the system and to the importance of the transit system to the city. 

 Having this standardization in place provides a basic framework for system 

improvements city-wide and goes a long way towards dismantling the bus rider stigma that many 

riders feel as they use a bus stop to access transit. The level of amenity that a bus stop has, or that 

are found along a route, has an effect upon user perception, which greatly impacts system 

ridership (Shreya, 2013). As other transit providers look for ways to improve their routes and 
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stops, they will find this task far easier to accomplish if other city agencies are able to be pro-

transit with their decisions. For instance, if improving a bus stop is not a part of the process when 

a city ordinance indicates that a sidewalk must be improved if a parcel is being developed then 

the area will have to be addressed on separate occasions, whereas a city with these processes 

linked will find that improvements are much easier and less costly to be made.  
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Chapter 6: IndyGo Route Analysis 
  

In 2013, IndyGo doubled their planning staff from one person to two, enabling them to 

devote more resources to bus stop improvements. Analysis of stop spacing and ridership led to 

the removal or consolidation of stops that were deemed to be too close together by the planning 

and operation departments. These removals/consolidations took place on a one-by-one basis, and 

were also used to determine rider response. Initial feedback from riders warranted the official 

adoption of stop spacing language (1/4 mile) to be added to their website which was taken 

directly from their IndyGo Forward document’s service standards.  

 In 2014 and 2015, more stops were removed including the addressing of entire portions 

of route alignment corridors (Figure 8), particularly portions of Meridian Street, Central Avenue 

and Capitol Avenue. As 2016 approached, and the roll-out of Real Time Bus Information as well 

as the Grand Opening of the Downtown Transit Center was on the horizon, a temporary 

abatement of stop removals was implemented so that staff could focus their efforts on those 

initiatives. See appendices 1 & 2 for comparisons of average weekday ridership along selected 

corridors where stop spacing was addressed. 

Eliminated Stops 

 # Stop ID Intersection Direction Notes: 

 1 50395 Indiana/Blackford NWB Proximity/Ridership 

 2 50305 Indiana/Blackford SEB Proximity/Ridership 2013 

3 11601 Kessler/Kingsley WB Proximity/Ridership 

 4 11585 Kessler/Kingsley EB Proximity/Ridership 

 5 11600 Kessler/Norwaldo WB Proximity/Ridership 

 6 11586 Kessler/Norwaldo EB Proximity/Ridership 

 7 50416 College/15th NB Proximity/Ridership 
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8 11653 College/14th  SB Proximity/Ridership 

 9 50184 Capitol/11th SB Proximity/Ridership 

 10 52284 46th/Park WB Proximity/Ridership 

 11 52904 Madison/Morris SB Proximity/Ridership 

 12 52104 Central/55th SB Ridership 

 13 10010 38th/Breen WB Amenity/Proximity 

 14 10007 38th/Shaefer WB Amenity/Proximity 

 15 10354 38th/Michigan EB Safety concerns 

 16 10705 10th/Dorman EB Proximity/Ridership 

 17 50020 Illinois/26th  SB Proximity/Ridership 

 18 10126 Meridian/Walnut SB Proximity/Ridership 

 19 10140 Meridian/Walnut NB Proximity/Ridership 

 20 10152 Meridian/23rd NB Proximity/Ridership 

 21 10153 Meridian/24th NB Proximity/Ridership 

 22 10113 Meridian/24th SB Proximity/Ridership 

 23 10115 Meridian/22nd SB Proximity/Ridership 

 24 52410 Central/41st SB Proximity/Ridership 

 25 52234 Central/41st NB Proximity/Ridership 

 26 52408 Central/43rd SB Proximity/Ridership 

 27 52236 Central/43rd NB Proximity/Ridership 

 28 52238 Central/45th NB Proximity/Ridership 

 29 52406 Central/45th SB Proximity/Ridership 

 30 52240 Central/47th NB Proximity/Ridership 

 31 52404 Central/47th SB Proximity/Ridership 

 32 52403 Central/48th SB Proximity/Ridership 

 33 52241 Central/48th NB Proximity/Ridership 

 34 52401 Central/50th SB Proximity/Ridership 
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35 10212 38th/Whenner EB Combined at Hoovingham 

 36 10213 38th/Kercheval EB Combined at Hoovingham 2014 

37 50856 Washington/High School EB In Turn Lane 

 38 52018 Westfield Blvd & Broadway NEB Proximity/Ridership 

 39 11594 6000 N Rural St - Lowes SB Proximity/Ridership 

 40 11791 Keystone Ave & 63rd St NB Proximity/Ridership 

 41 11785 Keystone Ave & 57th St NB Proximity/Ridership 

 42 11815 Keystone Ave & 57th St NB Proximity/Ridership 

 43 11818 Keystone Ave & 54th St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 44 11783 Keystone Ave & 55th St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 45 11781 Keystone Ave & 53rd St NB Proximity/Ridership 

 46 52305 52nd St & Tacoma Ave NB Proximity/Ridership 

 47 11779 Keystone Ave & 52nd St NB Proximity/Ridership 

 48 11774 Keystone Ave & Allisonville Rd NB Proximity/Ridership 

 49 11771 Keystone Ave & 40th St  NB Proximity/Ridership 

 50 51133 New York St & Riley Ave EB Proximity/Ridership 

 51 51828 29th St & California St WB Proximity/Ridership 

 52 50159 Capitol Ave & 37th St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 53 50161 Capitol Ave & 35th St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 54 50163 Capitol Ave & 33rd St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 55 50165 Capitol Ave & 31st St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 56 50168 Capitol Ave & 28th St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 57 50170 Capitol Ave & Fall Creek Pkwy N Dr SB Proximity/Ridership 

 58 50171 Capitol Ave & Fall Creek Pkwy S Dr SB Proximity/Ridership 

 59 50173 Capitol Ave & 23rd St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 60 50177 Capitol Ave & 19th St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 61 50180 Capitol Ave & 15th St SB Proximity/Ridership 
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62 50182 Capitol Ave & 13th St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 63 50186 Capitol Ave & 09th St SB Proximity/Ridership 

 64 50828 West/Robert D. Orr Plaza NB Lane Reconfiguration 

 65 50191 Capitol Ave & Vermont St SB Proximity/Ridership 2015 

66 10876 Pennsylvania/New York SB DPW Improvements 

 67 50198 Shadeland/71st NB Safety concerns 

 68 52333 71st/Shadeland WB Safety concerns 

 69 51601 Brookside/12th NEB Proximity/Ridership 

 70 50413 College/11th  NB Proximity/Ridership 

 71 11655 College/11th  SB Proximity/Ridership 

 72 50411 College/9th  NB Proximity/Ridership 

 73 11657 College/9th  SB Proximity/Ridership 

 74 10603 Central/17th  SB Proximity/Ridership 

  

Figure 8: IndyGo Eliminated Stops 2013-2015 (Source: Author).  

 Moving forward IndyGo staff is looking into the possibility of ramping up efforts to 

remove/consolidate stops. The goal of this research is to inform that process. As such, three 

corridors were analyzed in their entirety to discover what impact a BSSIP would have on IndyGo 

system-wide.  
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Route 8 - Washington Street 

 Route 8 is a part of the hub & spoke nature of the IndyGo system, but could technically 

be described as a cross-town route,5 because it serves the city from east to west along the center 

of town (Figure 9). For years it has been the highest ridership route in the system with 1,500,438 

unlinked passenger trips accounting for 15.5% of IndyGo’s total 2015 ridership (IndyGo).  It 

represents 46.4 revenue miles per trip (244,992 linear feet), and is served by 253 individual stops 

(NTD; IndyGo). This results in an average spacing of 968 linear feet between stops. 3  

 

Figure 9: IndyGo Route 8   
 

Utilizing an aerial measurement tool and Arc GIS it can be determined which stops could 

be removed within a 1320’ radius of one another if a policy of eliminating/consolidating stops 

were to be implemented. The total number of stops along Route 8 could be reduced from 253 to 

                                                           
3 When corrected for the linear distance travelled across long stretches of Route 8 with no necessary stops (i.e. five 
highway interchanges ranging from 1,106’ to 2,903’ and the portion of the route that serves the airport which spans 
21,215’ in both ways but only serves seven actual stops—an average distance of 6,061.4 linear feet between stops) 
the distance of Route 8 is 183,326’ reducing the average stop spacing to 724.6’.  
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172, a reduction of 32%. This would result in a total average spacing of 1,424 linear feet between 

stops.4  

 

Figure 10: Pictometry (Source: Author) 

 An approximation of fuel and time savings over an entire week would be difficult to 

accurately gauge as service spans, headways, the route itself, fuel and maintenance costs, 

demand, and traffic all vary throughout the day, week and year. Route 8 has a main trunk which 

has 15 minute headways throughout the greater portion of the day (weekdays from 6:45 am to 

7:45 pm). However, it has a weekday service span from 4:45 am to 11:45 pm with early morning 

headways of 30 minutes and late night headways ranging from 25 minutes to 75 minutes. It 

                                                           
4 1,065.8’ when corrected for long distances with no necessary stops.  
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provides mostly 30-minute service to the airport from Washington Street and Harding Street 

(approximately ½ of the route on the city’s west side), however those early morning and late 

night headways vary as well.  

 It is possible to make an educated attempt to quantify the potential cost saving that would 

result in the removal of 81 stops along a heavily travelled route. For the purpose of finding a 

range, two separate calculations of averages will be made and compared to each other in order to 

come to a range of possible savings.  

The first bus that leaves the headquarters in the morning deadheads5 to its first trip origin 

(Ohio Street and Capitol Avenue)6 before beginning its first eastbound trip of the day at 4:45 am. 

That bus arrives at the eastern most stop on the route at 5:21 am, takes a six-minute recovery/ 

layover and heads back westbound. If the schedule holds true it will arrive at the airport (its 

western most stop on the route) at 6:59 am, and immediately head back east bound with no 

recovery/layover. It is scheduled to arrive back at its origin, Ohio Street and Capitol Avenue, at 

7:45 am; a total of 180 minutes. It takes nine buses to provide service to Route 8 (IndyGo) on 

weekdays.  

 Route 8 buses make 121 weekday trips, for a total 2,454 daily in-service miles (NTD). 

An average weekday boarding of 25.7 riders per stop7 and 121 trips results in a 21.2% chance 

that each stop will be used on any given trip. As each one-way portion of the route is counted as 

one trip, half of the stops would serve each trip resulting in an average of 18 stopping events that 

                                                           
5 A coach/bus deadhead is the trip from the garage to the start of service and back to the garage from the end of the 
service. All vehicle trips begin and end as a deadhead, the in-service/revenue miles are calculated as only the actual 
route distance.   
6 Currently this is a main stop down along the “Downtown Loop” which will be replaced by the Downtown Transit 
Center when that facility opens in June 2016.  
7 Total weekday ridership divided by number of stops on the route. This will result in a high end estimate of time 
saved as ridership is partially skewed due to inclusion of high volume stops that will never be considered for 
removal/consolidation. This will be used as a best-case scenario.  
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may be avoided if 81 bus stops are removed along the route. Multiplied over 121 weekday trips 

per day, potentially 1,089 stopping events can be avoided each weekday8 (NTD, 2015), or 

274,428 each year.  

A closer analysis of these 81 stops (see appendix), using average weekday boarding data 

culled from on-board Automatic Passenger Counters (APC’s), shows that the average boarding 

at stops marked for elimination are 9.6 per day, or 770 total daily boardings. The distribution of 

boardings per day over each bus stop cannot be determined. Typically, boardings occur at a rate 

of 1-3 per trip per stop along middle portions of a route like Route 8 (IndyGo APC). If 770 

boardings were divided by 2 per stop, a more conservative estimate of 385 potential stopping 

events can be avoided with the removal 81 stops. This results in a range with a more 

conservative estimate of 97,020 stopping events that can be avoided each year without much 

impact to ridership (see appendix). The time savings, per trip, has the possibility to increase 

ridership as on-time performance can surely be improved. A greater degree of reliability for 

buses to operate as scheduled could be predicted through implementation of a comprehensive 

stop spacing program.   

It is important to note that 18 avoided stopping events represent a significant portion of 

time for each revenue trip. Anecdotal evidence indicates that a stopping event is 30-60 seconds, 

which can save 9-18 minutes per trip (Moura et al, 2011). While this is not enough to reduce the 

number of buses needed to provide 15 minute headways on Route 8, it would allow for longer 

breaks for coach operators, possibly resulting in fewer accidents caused by drivers having to 

make up for lost time due to tight schedules. Of further note is that if a route with static 

headways needs 2.1 buses to provide service, then the route needs three buses. In this case, a 

                                                           
8 2015 had 252 Weekday Service Days.  
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possible savings of up to 18 minutes is not enough to lower fleet size; but on a different route it 

may be enough.  

 

Route 22 - Shelby Street 

Route 22 is much more indicative of the hub and spoke nature of IndyGo’s system. It 

serves the southeast quadrant of downtown before 

turning due south to serve the city’s south central 

East Street/US 31 corridor (Figure 11). Route 22 

has the 9th lowest ridership in the system. 

However, while ridership is down an average of 

6.1% across the board from 2014 to 2015 (see 

appendix) Route 22 ridership over the same 

period has increased by 2.4%. It has a yearly 

weekday ridership of 127,816 9unlinked 

passenger trips, accounting for 0.13% of 

IndyGo’s total 2015 ridership (IndyGo).  It 

represents 11.5 revenue miles per trip (60,720 

linear feet); and is served by 122 individual stops 

(NTD; IndyGo). This results in an average 

spacing of 497 linear feet between stops.  

Utilizing the same aerial measurement 

                                                           
9 507 average weekday boardings.  

Figure 11: IndyGo Route 22 
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tool and Arc GIS it can be determine which stops could be removed within a 1320’ radius of one 

another; if a policy of eliminating/consolidating stops were to be implemented. The total number 

of stops along Route 22 could be reduced from 122 to 85, a reduction of 30%. This would result 

in a total average spacing of 714’ linear feet between stops. 10 

Route 22 is 

relatively simple 

(compared to Route 8). 

It has one form with no 

deviations, a weekday 

service span from 5:00 

am to 7:20 pm, and 

peak headways of 30 

minutes with midday 

headways of 60 

minutes (IndyGo). The 

first trip of the day 

deadheads to the 

Hanna Street and 

Madison Street stop 

(midway through the 

route) and begins its revenue service inbound towards the downtown loop where it arrives at 

5:20 am. It immediately heads outbound to the southernmost stop at Community Hospital South 

                                                           
10 Corrected to account for one highway interchange spacing is modestly changed to 464’ and 667’.  

Figure 12: Pictometry (Source: Author) 
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where it takes 14 minute layover/recovery before heading inbound. If the schedule holds it will 

arrive at the downtown time point at 7:20 am. Route 22 takes 3-7 buses to provide service 

throughout the weekday.  

 Route 22 buses make 43 weekday trips, for a total 510 daily in-service miles (NTD). An 

average weekday boarding of 4.2 riders per stop and 43 trips results in a 9.7% chance that each 

stop will be used on any given trip. This results in an average of 4 stopping events that may be 

avoided each trip if 37 bus stops are removed along the route. Multiplied over 43 weekday trips 

per day, potentially 172 stopping events can be avoided each weekday (NTD, 2015), or 43,344 

each year.  

A closer analysis of these Route 22 stops (see appendix) using average weekday boarding 

data culled from on-board Automatic Passenger Counters (APC’s) shows that the average 

boarding at stops marked for elimination are 2.6 per day, or 72.1 total daily boardings and a 

different total stops of 28 marked for elimination (23% reduction). The distribution of boardings 

per day over each bus stop cannot be determined. Typically boardings occur at a rate of 1-3 per 

trip per stop along middle portions of a route (IndyGo APC). If we divide 72.1 boardings by 2 

per stop we arrive at a more conservative estimate of 36.5 potential stopping events that can be 

avoided with the removal 28 stops. This results in a more conservative estimate of 9,198 

stopping events that can be avoided each year without much impact to ridership (see appendix). 

The time savings, per trip, has the less possibility to increase ridership on Route 22 as on-time 

performance wouldn’t be markedly improved by a per trip time savings of < 1 minute. Still, a 

reduction of 9,198 to 43,344 potential stopping events would have a positive impact upon buses 

serving this route.  
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Route 37 - Park 100 
 

Route 37 is also indicative of the hub and spoke nature of IndyGo’s system. It serves the 

northwest quadrant of downtown as well as the city’s northwest side (Figure 13). Route 37 has 

the 4th highest ridership in the 

system, but is relatively low 

compared to IndyGo’s three 

highest ridership routes. At 

approximately 1/3 of the three 

highest ridership routes, Route 

37 has a yearly weekday 

ridership of 503,903 unlinked 

passenger trips11 accounting for 

5.2 % of IndyGo’s total 2015 

ridership (IndyGo).  It represents 

18.8 revenue miles per trip 

(99,264 linear feet), and is served 

by 166 individual stops (NTD; 

IndyGo). This results in an 

average spacing of 597 linear 

feet between stops.  

Utilizing the same aerial 

                                                           
11 1,999 average weekday boardings. 

Figure 13: IndyGo Route 37 
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measurement tool and Arc GIS it can be determined which stops could be removed within a 

1320’ radius of one another; if a policy of eliminating/consolidating stops were to be 

implemented. The total number of stops along Route 37 could be reduced from 166 to 117, a 

reduction of 30%. This would result in a total average spacing of 848’ linear feet between 

stops.12 

Figure 14: Pictometry (Source: Author) 

Route 37 is the longest of the hub and spoke routes. It has one form with one minor 

deviation, a weekday service span from 4:41 am to 11:40 pm, and peak headways of 30 minutes 

                                                           
12 Corrected to account for one highway interchange spacing is modestly changed to 534’ and 758’. 
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with one morning headway 60 minutes and three evening headways ranging from 50-55 minutes 

(IndyGo). The first trip of the day deadheads to the Park 100 stop at Intech Boulevard and 

Telecom Road (its most outbound stop), and begins its revenue service inbound towards the 

downtown loop where it arrives at 5:40 am. It takes a five-minute recovery/layover downtown 

and heads outbound; back to Park 100 where it takes a 16 minute layover/recovery before 

heading inbound. If the schedule holds, it will take 114 minutes to complete a trip around its 

loop. Route 37 takes 6 buses to provide service throughout the weekday.  

Route 37 buses make 62 weekday trips for a total 1,162 daily in-service miles (NTD). An 

average weekday boarding of 12 riders per stop and 62 trips results in a 19.3% chance that each 

stop will be used on any given trip. This results in an average of 9.3 stopping events that may be 

avoided each trip if 49 bus stops are removed along the route. Multiplied over 62 weekday trips 

per day, potentially 577 stopping events can be avoided each weekday (NTD, 2015), or 145,303 

each year.  

A closer analysis of these Route 37 stops (see appendix), using average weekday 

boarding data culled from on-board Automatic Passenger Counters (APC’s), shows that the 

average boarding at stops marked for elimination are 5.9 per day, or 229.2 total daily boardings, 

and a different total stops of 39 marked for elimination (23.5% reduction). The distribution of 

boardings per day over each bus stop cannot be determined. Typically, boardings occur at a rate 

of 1-3 per trip per stop along middle portions of a route (IndyGo APC). If 229.2 boardings were 

divided by 2 per stop, a more conservative estimate of 114.6 potential stopping events can be 

avoided with the removal of 39 stops. This results in a conservative estimate of 28,879 stopping 

events that can be avoided without much impact to ridership (see appendix). The time savings, 

per trip, has the possibility to slightly increase ridership on Route 37 as on-time performance 
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would be improved by a per trip time savings of 2-5 minute. Still, a reduction of 28,879 to 

145,303 potential stopping events would have a positive impact upon buses serving this route.  

 

Discussion 

 Transit Agencies will not be able to eliminate stops along routes without first conducting 

a series of analyses. What COTA’s BSIP has shown is that stops must be looked at in terms of 

sheer spacing and ridership to first determine which stops could be removed after a stop spacing 

guideline is adopted. Then further analysis needs to be conducted to determine the land use, 

street typology, traffic patterns, route alignment and exact stop placement which may impact a 

transit agencies decision to eliminate or combine a stop. Finally, coach operators, operations 

departments, schedulers, planner and the public need to have a say, as they are the people who 

have the closest relationship to the individual stops. Once this three-pronged analysis is 

completed the stops can be altered.  

 Subsequent to the alteration of stops ridership needs to be further analyzed to determine 

the impacts that fewer stops has on neighborhoods and corridors. As well, operations costs and 

rider feedback must be compiled to determine the overall impacts that a BSSIP has to the system 

and to the city. Only after close comparison of the system before, during and after a BSSIP has 

been completed can a transit agency begin to know what the difference is between providing a 

service with two eventual differences in overall bus stop spacing is. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 
 
Capital improvement projects and increases in operating budgets for public transit often 

rely on popular support, or for the passing of referenda to move forward. As roughly 2-5% of 

citizens use some form of public transit daily (2010 Census Data), public transportation 

providers need to find ways to appeal to the majority of voters, many of whom have never 

stepped onto a bus. For this reason, transit-provider marketing campaigns focus on the myriad 

ways that a robust public transportation system can improve the overall functioning of a city and 

bus stop placement touches many of these.  

 Bus stop spacing can be linked to at least two of the Obama administration’s six 

principles that comprise livability:  

1. Provide more transportation choices to decrease household transportation costs, 
reduce our dependence on foreign oil, improve air quality and promote public 
health. 

2. Expand location and energy efficient housing choices for people of all ages, incomes, 
races and ethnicities to increase mobility and lower the combined cost of housing and 
transportation. 

3. Improve economic competitiveness of neighborhoods by giving people reliable access to 
employment centers, educational opportunities, services and other basic needs. 

4. Target federal funding toward existing communities — through transit oriented 
development and land recycling — to revitalize communities, reduce public works costs, 
and safeguard rural landscapes. 

5. Align federal policies and funding to remove barriers to collaboration, leverage funding, 
and increase the effectiveness of programs to plan for future growth. 

6. Enhance the unique characteristics of all communities by investing in healthy, safe 
and walkable neighborhoods, whether rural, urban or suburban. 

(Taylor & Morris, 2015, pg. #359) 
 
 “Providing more transportation choices” goes hand in hand with improving the transit 

options available. In order to decrease a household’s transportation costs, the fixed-route bus 

service must rival the automobile in terms of length of time of the commute, and stop spacing 

determines operating speed (Walker, 2012). The city bus outperforms the car in terms of overall 

cost of usability (Outwater, 2011). It outperforms the car in terms of the level of stress placed 
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upon the rider as driving a car during rush hour commutes can be very stressful whereas riding a 

reliable and efficient bus is not as much (Popuri, et al, 2011). Where it fails to beat the car is in 

overall time of the commute, which can be the most important factor, as history shows that 

commuters are willing to give up all the positive factors a bus ride provides in exchange for time, 

which makes facilitating higher operating speeds all the more important.  

 “Reducing dependence on foreign oil” could result in having to make fewer stops. It is 

already evident that forty people on a bus use less fuel than forty people in their own separate 

cars would use. And fewer deceleration events for the bus means less fuel used. Repeated over 

every headway, every route, every service day, and the cost savings can increase rapidly 

(Shrestha, 2013).  

 “Improving air quality” and mitigating congestion are two benefits touted if people who 

have access to an automobile choose instead to use public transit (Shrestha, 2013). Among the 

different sources of air pollution, on-road vehicle emissions are responsible for about 45 percent 

of the Environmental Protections Agency’s (EPA’s) 6 criteria pollutants (National Research 

Council 1995) (Shrestha, 2013). Of the different green-house gases (GHGs) emitted by vehicles, 

carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and nitrogen oxide (NOx) 

contribute the most (Grant 2007). Furthermore, studies have shown that these noxious gases are 

found in a higher concentration at bus stops than along the street network (Moore, 2012). Hence, 

eliminating bus stops and bus dwell time would space these concentrations further apart. 

Coupled with electric and clean fuel buses replacing older diesel engine buses and it is clear 

which form of transportation is more environmentally friendly.  

 “Promoting public health” is another goal of the president’s livability initiatives. The 

Center for Disease Control (CDC) indicates that transit riders are nineteen percent more likely to 
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achieve their daily walking goal as are private automobile drivers. A bus route with fewer bus 

stops leads to more walking, which leads to a healthier lifestyle as it enables the transit rider to 

reach the stated objective of walking for at least 30 minutes per day.  

The bus out-performs the car in terms of providing a social “third place” to foster 

relationships among members of similar communities. Ray Oldenburg, in his book, The Great 

Good Place, describes this “third place” separate from the first two places (home and workplace) 

where conversations with strangers can be had, and new relationships can be formed that 

otherwise would not have the chance to occur. The city bus is a “third place” like a pub, library 

or a church where interactions with people and exchanges of ideas can occur that cannot in a car 

driven by a person who is alone. You can read a book, use an electronic device, or take a nap, as 

doing this while driving is generally frowned upon, dangerous or outright illegal. It can be 

cheaper and more convenient to use a bus and the rider can be dropped off nearer to the 

destination than a car can park in many situations. The bus stop, by extension, is a “third place” 

as well. It is where riders wait, with members of their neighborhood for transportation to a 

similar destination. Fewer stops mean less need for amenities for municipalities to place at them. 

It means more people at each stop. It encourages walking and more active lifestyles and greater 

participation in one’s community 

 A level of responsibility is required both in choosing to switch to transit and in making 

decisions to allow transit to be more efficient. It is socially responsible to take the bus for many 

of the reasons listed above. It can foster relationships, enable quiet contemplation, or enable 

someone to be a more active member of their community. The automobile is, in a way, a barrier 

to freedom; isolating drivers from other citizens and fostering they type of anger towards others 

that aren’t typically seen in face-to-face interactions.  
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 The bus stop is integral to the operation of the fix-route bus, both technically and 

socially. Transit providers tasked with the job of improving transit for everyone must take every 

opportunity to make a bus trip rival the same trip in a car. For reasons stated above, the bus can 

provide benefits to a commute that a car simply cannot. The impact that a comprehensive bus 

stop improvement can have on a transit system is difficult to gauge as there are so many factors 

that can shift and change throughout the day as service moves through peak and non-peak hours, 

and through neighborhoods where density, land use and even street typology can change over 

time. Still, research indicates that the way that transit moves through a neighborhood and along a 

corridor has impacts on the urban form, the pedestrian movement systems and to a lesser degree 

the look and feel of the neighborhood. Access to transit and the amenities that comprise the 

network can influence where residential, commercial and industrial development occur. It can 

affect property values and deter crime (Jacobs, 1961).  

What the analysis of IndyGo routes 8, 22 & 37 clearly indicates is the sheer volume of 

braking and accelerating events that can be prevented with little change (and quite possibly an 

increase) to ridership over the course of a year. This would have a tremendous impact on bus 

maintenance fleet-wide. It can also immediately improve the ratio of stops that have been 

improved with an amenity while lessening the number of stops that need to be improved, saving 

transit agencies large amounts of time and capital that is currently being spent improving stops 

that (by their own guidelines) aren’t necessary. The American’s with Disabilities Act has had a 

very large impact on how cities address access to transit and pedestrian networks in general. The 

public at-large, through complete streets movements across the country, has shown to expect 

better pedestrian infrastructure and addressing bus stop spacing should be a part of that 

expectation. 
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Finally, a comprehensive stop improvement program has the possibility to improve fixed-

route bus on-time performance. Transit schedulers make every attempt to provide transit 

operators with enough time to complete a trip. Inevitably, however, conditions in the field do not 

always allow this to occur. It is just not possible to drive across town, picking up whoever wishes 

to board, and arrive at a fixed point at a fixed time all day every day. Therefore, recovery/layover 

time is integral to route health. However, recovery/layover times vary based upon trip length and 

ridership. Of the three routes analyzed, none of them showed enough time savings from stop 

removals to allow for a lowering of fleet size. But across the board, it is possible that subtracting 

five to ten minutes off a trip, combined with a route that has a longer layover/recovery, it could 

be possible to find. Each of a system’s routes would have to be analyzed, but the cost savings 

would prove to be worth the analysis.  

This analysis has shown that improving stop spacing is not a cure-all that remedies every 

ailment a transit provider may have, but that comprehensively addressing bus stop spacing 

standardizes the process for spacing already in place, and for future development. Moreover, a 

comprehensive standardization has supplementary impacts upon a wide-range of factors (i.e. air 

quality, transit operating costs, schedule adherence) and has proven to be a worthwhile endeavor 

for a transit provider to embark on.  

 

Suggested Future Research 

 Based on what has been uncovered, and moving forward, we need to know more about 

the real impact to ridership that bus stop spacing has. We need to better understand the elasticity 

of a walk shed for bus transit across land uses, densities and neighborhood demographics. Not all 

routes are equal and we need to understand the impacts that further walking distances and faster 
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vehicle trips have on bus riders. We also need to mine the available data further to determine 

what the bus operations cost savings is, as well as the impact to air quality is. This may lead to 

federal grant money that a transit agency could use to allocate funds toward a BSSIP in the 

future. 
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Appendix B: Ridership of IndyGo Stops Removed in 2014 - Central Avenue  

Stop 
Number Stop Name 

2013 
Weekday 
Average 

Boardings 

2013 
Weekday 
Average 

Alightings 

2015 
Weekday 
Average 

Boardings 

2015 
Weekday 
Average 

Alightings 

  52232 Central Ave & 39th St 1.6 0.6 2.1 0.7 

  52233 Central Ave & 40th St 4.4 2.4 1.4 3.1 

  52234 Central Ave & 41st St 0.3 0.9 Removed 

  52235 Central Ave & 42nd St 1.3 1.5 3.7 2.8 

  52236 Central Ave & 43rd St 0.6 0.3 Removed 

  52237 Central Ave & 44th St 0.3 0.7 1 1.8 

  52238 Central Ave & 45th St 1.2 2.4 Removed 

  52239 Central Ave & 46th St 0.2 0.9 1.4 2.2 

  52240 Central Ave & 47th St 0 0.1 Removed 

  52241 Central Ave & 48th St 0.2 0.9 Removed 

  52242 Central Ave & 49th St 0.2 0.9 0.5 0.8 

  52243 Central Ave & 51st St 0.1 0.5 0 0.8 

  52401 Central Ave & 50th St 0.1 0.1 Removed 

  52402 Central Ave & 49th St 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.5 

  52404 Central Ave & 47th St 1.3 0.9 2.2 2.1 

  52406 Central Ave & 45th St 1.7 1.1 Removed 

  52407 Central Ave & 44th St 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.8 

  52408 Central Ave & 43rd St 0.2 0.6 Removed 

  52409 Central Ave & 42nd St 0.9 1.5 2.6 1.3 

  52410 Central Ave & 41st St 0.6 0.2 Removed 

  52411 Central Ave & 40th St 1.9 5.2 2.8 3.1 
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  52412 Central Ave & 39th St 0.4 1.1 1.4 0.9 

  Totals 18.1 23.3 19.4 20.9 
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Appendix C: Ridership of IndyGo Stops Removed in 2015 - Capitol Avenue  

Stop 
Number Stop Name 

2014 
Weekday 
Average 

Boardings 

2014 
Weekday 
Average 

Alightings 

2016 
Weekday 
Average 

Boardings* 

2016 
Weekday 
Average 

Alightings* 

  50158 Capitol Ave & 38th St 7.7 1 12.8 2.5 

  50159 Capitol Ave & 37th St 1.4 0.5 Removed 

  50160 Capitol Ave & 36th St 0.5 0.6 3.6 2.1 

  50161 Capitol Ave & 35th St 2.5 1.4 Removed 

  50162 Capitol Ave & 34th St 11.9 4.8 9.8 4.9 

  50163 Capitol Ave & 33rd St 4.2 0.7 Removed 

  50164 Capitol Ave & 32nd St 4.1 2.3 5 3.1 

  50165 Capitol Ave & 31st St 6 1.2 Removed 

  50166 Capitol Ave & 30th St 5 6.8 12.3 8.3 

  50167 Capitol Ave & 29th St 7.5 6.9 12.8 7.8 

  50168 Capitol Ave & 28th St 4.9 4.3 Removed 

  50169 Capitol Ave & 26th St 9.9 26.4 10.6 13.4 

  50170 Capitol Ave & Fall Creek  3.1 0.8 Removed 

  50171 Capitol Ave & Fall Creek  0.6 1.6 Removed 

  50172 Capitol Ave & 24th St 3.6 1.2 6.9 5.8 

  50173 Capitol Ave & 23rd St 4.3 3.5 Removed 

  50174 Capitol Ave & Fosters Pl 1.7 3.9 5.2 5.4 

  50175 Capitol Ave & 21st St 7.1 3.4 7.7 2.9 

  50176 Capitol Ave & 20th St 2.5 1.6 1.8 1.4 

  50177 Capitol Ave & 19th St 2 3.1 Removed 

  50178 Capitol Ave & 18th St 4.7 13 4.7 16.9 

  50179 Capitol Ave & 16th St 21.7 28.1 23.3 31.2 

  50180 Capitol Ave & 15th St 4.1 9.6 Removed 

  50181 Capitol Ave & 14th St 0.9 1.5 4.9 9.5 
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  50182 Capitol Ave & 13th St 0.8 1.6 Removed 

  50183 Capitol Ave & 12th St 2.5 4.3 3.5 5.2 

  50184 Capitol Ave & 11th St 1.2 3.6 Removed 

  50185 Capitol Ave & 10th St 1.4 6.6 2.9 12.3 

  50186 Capitol Ave & 09th St 1.6 7.7 Removed 

  50187 Capitol Ave & Saint Clair St 1.4 8.5 3.1 12.5 

  50188 Capitol Ave & Walnut St 0.8 4.1 0.5 4.2 

  50189 Capitol Ave & North St 4.1 6.3 4.4 6 

  50190 Capitol Ave & Michigan St 8.1 18 13.4 27.2 

  Total 143.8 188.9 149.2 182.6 
 
*2016 Ridership To-Date 
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Appendix D: 1320’ Walk Sheds on Current IndyGo Route 8 - Eastern Portion 
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Appendix E: IndyGo APC Counts of Average Daily Boardings for 2015 on Route 8 Stops 

Stop 
Number Stop Name Daily 

On 
Daily 
Off 

10131 Ohio St & Illinois St 735.8 1,151.7 

10135 Ohio St & Pennsylvania St 991.5 1,501.5 

10136 Ohio St & Meridian St 1,842.3 892.6 

10400 Delaware St & Market St 70.5 18.5 

10791 E Washington  St - Sam's Club 82.2 72.7 

10792 E Washington St & German Church Rd - Marsh 1.5 1.4 

50300 Ohio St & Capitol Ave 560.2 195.5 

50301 Ohio St & Senate Ave 10.6 7.2 

50400 Ohio St & Capitol Ave 607.1 849.2 

50401 Ohio St & Illinois St 403.4 229.2 

50402 Ohio St & Pennsylvania St 690.1 258.4 

50403 Ohio St & Delaware St 79.5 36.2 

50600 Alabama St & Market St 49.5 18.4 

50602 Washington St & East St 80.8 21.5 

50603 Washington St & Park Ave** 23.5 12.5 

50605 Washington St & Southeastern Ave 31.7 40.5 

50606 Washington St & Highland Ave 7.1 11.8 

50607 Washington St & Oriental St 25.9 43.3 

50609 Washington St & Summit St 8.4 29.7 

50610 Washington St & State Ave 24.6 17.8 

50612 Washington St & Parkview Ave 3.6 8.9 

50613 Washington St & Hamilton Ave 11.2 15.9 

50614 Washington St & Koweba Ln 5.2 10.2 

50615 Washington St & Keystone Ave 5.5 7.8 

50616 Washington St & Tacoma Ave 5.5 12.2 
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50618 Washington St & Rural St 45.4 85.5 

50620 Washington St & Oakland Ave 1.4 4.9 

50621 Washington St & Gray St 4.7 17.4 

50622 Washington St & Lasalle St 36.5 51.7 

50623 Washington St & Woodland Ave 1.2 5.6 

50624 Washington St & Kealing Ave 11.2 33.5 

50625 Washington St & Sherman Dr 23.5 35.0 

50626 Washington St & Bradley Ave 6.0 5.2 

50627 Washington St & Chester Dr 10.7 17.8 

50628 Washington St & Gladstone Ave 5.8 15.2 

50629 Washington St & Colorado Ave 6.1 18.5 

50630 Washington St & Linwood Ave 27.8 38.2 

50631 Washington St & Jenny Ln 5.3 10.8 

50632 Washington St & Wallace Ln 12.0 17.5 

50633 Washington St & Dequincy St 5.8 8.4 

50634 Washington St & Riley Ave 1.0 6.5 

50635 Washington St & Emerson Ave 19.6 42.7 

50636 Washington St & Butler Ave 3.0 5.2 

50637 Washington St & Hawthorne Ln 3.9 9.2 

50638 Washington St & Irvington Ave 8.1 12.2 

50639 Washington St & Ritter Ave 10.5 72.1 

50640 Washington St & Audubon Rd 25.0 42.6 

50641 Washington St & Bolton Ave 5.5 11.1 

50642 Washington St & Campbell Ave 6.3 12.8 

50643 Washington St & Webster Ave 9.8 24.9 

50644 Washington St & Sheridan Ave 4.9 13.5 

50645 Washington St & Ridgeview Dr 8.8 21.8 

50646 Washington St & Kitley Ave 7.9 18.2 
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50647 Washington St & Irwin St 3.0 5.9 

50648 Washington St & Edmondson Ave 2.2 5.7 

50649 Washington St & Shortridge Rd 23.0 49.5 

50650 Washington St & Burbank Rd 3.4 6.3 

50651 Washington St & Old Trails Rd 1.8 3.3 

50652 Washington St - 7900 E 0.7 5.2 

50653 Washington St & Franklin Rd 5.5 13.8 

50654 Washington St & Cecil Ave 3.5 8.3 

50656 Washington St & Eaton Ave 2.3 10.3 

50657 Washington St & Gibson Ave 2.2 3.1 

50658 Washington St & Routiers Ave 11.1 38.2 

50659 Washington St & Post Rd 8.8 43.5 

50660 Washington St & Galeston Ave 0.8 3.5 

50661 Washington St & Wittfield St 0.2 2.2 

50663 Washington St - 9400 E 2.2 8.5 

50664 Washington St - 9500 E 0.8 5.1 

50665 Washington St - Cherry Tree Plaza - 9600 E 11.0 48.9 

50666 Washington Square Mall 289.6 273.8 

50667 Washington St - 10200 E 6.2 11.3 

50668 Washington St & Washington Pointe Dr 7.5 59.8 

50669 Washington St - 10700 E 6.8 90.2 

50670 Washington St - 10800 E 14.2 27.1 

50671 Washington St & German Church Rd 2.5 14.4 

50672 Washington St & Hugo St 2.2 20.5 

50674 Meijer E Washington St 175.7 181.2 

50675 Washington St & Monroe St 15.6 4.6 

50676 Washington St & German Church Rd 16.9 3.4 

50678 Washington St - 10700 E 72.9 16.3 
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50679 Washington St - 10600 E 41.1 11.2 

50680 Washington St - 10400 E 38.2 4.3 

50681 Washington St & Mitthoefer Rd 36.6 6.8 

50682 Washington St - 9600 E 37.3 8.1 

50683 Washington St & Delbrick Ln 4.8 1.0 

50684 Washington St - 9400 E 11.1 4.9 

50686 Washington St & Galeston Ave 2.2 0.6 

50687 Washington St & Post Rd 21.5 9.5 

50689 Washington St & Routiers Ave 36.5 9.6 

50690 Washington St & Gibson Ave 4.3 1.6 

50691 Washington St & Eaton Ave 9.9 2.2 

50692 Washington St & Cecil Ave 9.0 4.8 

50693 Washington St & Franklin Rd 24.8 8.2 

50694 Washington St & Mitchner Ave 4.9 2.5 

50695 Washington St & Sadlier Dr 5.2 3.9 

50696 Washington St & Shortridge Rd 68.5 42.5 

50697 Washington St & Elizabeth St 3.2 2.8 

50698 Washington St & Irwin St 4.7 1.2 

50699 Washington St & Pasadena St 14.3 4.9 

50700 Washington St & Kitley Ave 9.4 3.6 

50701 Washington St & Ridgeview Dr 16.6 10.8 

50702 Washington St & Sheridan Ave 10.6 2.5 

50703 Washington St & Webster Ave 8.1 4.3 

50704 Washington St & Arlington Ave 46.2 14.2 

50705 Washington St & Bolton Ave 15.6 7.2 

50706 Washington St & Audubon Rd 38.1 15.3 

50707 Washington St & Johnson Ave 60.1 14.7 

50708 Washington St & Irvington Ave 25.0 8.9 
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50709 Washington St & Hawthorne Ln 4.8 2.3 

50711 Washington St & Butler Ave 10.6 5.5 

50712 Washington St & Emerson Ave 47.8 16.7 

50714 Washington St & Dequincy St 21.9 11.3 

50716 Washington St & Bosart Ave 27.2 8.7 

50717 Washington St & Linwood Ave 53.2 26.8 

50718 Washington St & Colorado Ave 22.3 9.2 

50719 Washington St & Gladstone Ave 17.7 4.6 

50720 Washington St & Chester Ave 11.1 6.4 

50721 Washington St & Denny St 6.2 5.8 

50722 Washington St & Sherman Dr 53.2 25.3 

50723 Washington St & Kealing Ave 21.0 9.7 

50724 Washington St & Woodland Dr 9.7 3.5 

50725 Washington St & Lasalle St 44.3 33.0 

50726 Washington St & Gray St 34.3 10.3 

50727 Washington St & Oakland Ave 4.9 3.7 

50729 Washington St & Rural St 104.2 54.7 

50730 Washington St & Temple Ave 12.2 5.7 

50732 Washington St & Keystone Ave 10.9 6.7 

50733 Washington St & Koweba Ln 8.8 3.4 

50734 Washington St & Hamilton Ave 32.4 16.5 

50736 Washington St & Randolph St 16.9 7.5 

50737 Washington St & State Ave 4.5 10.7 

50738 Washington St & Summit St 45.4 17.6 

50739 Washington St & Arsenal Ave 21.8 11.9 

50740 Washington St & Oriental St 26.0 14.6 

50741 Washington St & Highland Ave 15.5 13.5 

50742 Washington St & Cruse St 53.4 18.3 
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50743 Washington St & Davidson St 12.2 13.0 

50744 Washington St & Park Ave 8.6 13.8 

50745 Washington St & East St 9.8 34.8 

50746 Washington St & New Jersey St 10.5 39.8 

50748 Ohio St & West St 26.3 11.9 

50749 West St & Government Pl 2.5 3.7 

50750 Washington St & West St - White River State Park 40.5 28.5 

50751 Washington St & Schumacher Way 1.9 1.4 

50752 Washington St & White River Pkwy W Dr 0.8 2.6 

50753 Washington St & Harding St 4.7 11.8 

50754 Washington St & Koehne St 29.5 59.5 

50756 Washington St & Miley Ave 9.7 14.1 

50757 Washington St & Elder Ave 3.2 12 

50758 Washington St & Belmont Ave 19.2 31.7 

50759 Washington St & Tremont St 4.6 11.6 

50760 Washington St & Belleview Pl 12.7 22.1 

50761 Washington St & Holmes Ave 3.9 12.3 

50762 Washington St & Warman Ave 7.5 28.2 

50763 Washington St & Hancock St 6.1 16.5 

50764 Washington St & Tibbs Ave 1.3 3.5 

50765 Washington St & Tibbs Ave 0 0 

50766 Washington St & Alton Ave 0.5 1.1 

50767 Washington St & Rockville Rd 0.7 2 

50768 Washington St & Rochester Ave 2.6 14.2 

50769 Washington St & Livingston Ave 1.9 6.3 

50770 Washington St & Mc Clure St 2.8 8.5 

50771 Washington St & Lockburn St 1.4 5.1 

50772 Washington St & Wichser Ave 0.9 2.7 
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50773 Washington St & Lyons Ave 1.1 1.5 

50774 Washington St & Roena St 0.5 2.4 

50775 Washington St & Fleming St 0.7 2.5 

50776 Washington St & Edgehill Rd 0.3 2.1 

50777 Washington St & Cole St 6.1 13.5 

50778 Washington St & Auburn St 1.5 21 

50779 Washington St - 5250 W 11.3 36.8 

50780 Washington St & Lynhurst Dr 8.6 27.7 

50781 Washington St & Biltmore Ave 5.9 13.2 

50782 Washington St & Norfolk St 0.4 3 

50783 Washington St & Ingomar St 2.2 20 

50784 Washington St & Morris St 17.2 38.6 

50793 Washington St & Morris St 33.8 6.6 

50794 Washington St & Whitcomb Ave 18.5 2.5 

50795 Washington St & Worth Ave 4.5 0.8 

50796 Washington St & Norfolk St 3.2 0.5 

50797 Washington St & Lynhurst Dr 16.8 3.7 

50798 Washington St & Lynhurst Dr 10.3 1.0 

50799 Washington St & Fuller Dr 33.8 7.4 

50800 Washington St & Woodrow Ave 5.4 1.5 

50801 Washington St & Edgehill Rd 1.9 0.2 

50802 Washington St & Fleming St 1.7 0.2 

50803 Washington St & Roena St 2.4 0.3 

50804 Washington St & Lyons Ave 2.6 1.3 

50805 Washington St & Collier St 1.8 0.3 

50806 Washington St & Foltz St 5.0 0.5 

50807 Washington St & Mc Clure St 8.2 2.9 

50808 Washington St & Luett Ave 6.4 1.7 
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50809 Washington St & Rochester Ave 15.7 2.8 

50810 Washington St & Alton Ave 1.1 0.5 

50811 Washington St & Tibbs Ave 0.0 0.0 

50812 Washington St & Tibbs Ave 1.6 2.3 

50813 Washington St & Hancock St 19.5 5.9 

50814 Washington St & Warman Ave 22.3 6.4 

50815 Washington St & Addison St 17.4 5.8 

50816 Washington St & Mount St 44.3 6.4 

50817 Washington St & Tremont St 7.2 3.1 

50818 Washington St & Belmont Ave 30.4 12.3 

50819 Washington St & Elder Ave 16.0 2.9 

50820 Washington St & Reichwein St 7.5 2.3 

50822 Washington St & Harding St 69.4 20.6 

50823 Washington St & White River Pkwy W Dr 3.4 2.5 

50824 Washington St - Indianapolis Zoo - 1200 W 2.1 0.3 

50825 Washington St & White River Pkwy W Dr 2.8 1.4 

50826 Washington St & Victory Field - 800 W 1.5 1.8 

50827 West St & Washington St 21.4 36.9 

50828 West St & Government pl 0.0 0.0 

50829 Ohio St & West St 3.0 11.8 

50830 Ohio St & Senate Ave 0.8 4.2 

50831 Washington St & Auburn St 11.1 1.4 

50832 Washington St & Zoo Entrance 0.4 3.7 

50836 Washington St & Dukane Way 2.8 31.1 

50837 Washington St & Brant St 1.6 21.6 

50838 Washington St & Sigsbee St 6.5 28.3 

50839 Washington St & Banner Ave 5.2 7.4 

50840 Washington St & Western Dr 1 3.2 
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50841 Washington St & Girls School Rd 6.2 20.5 

50842 Washington St & Research Way 0.2 4.5 

50843 Washington St & Hamblem Dr 1.5 4.3 

50844 Washington St & New Haven Dr 0.1 0.9 

50845 Washington St & Burke Ave 0.1 4.6 

50846 Washington St & Burke Ave 3.7 0.2 

50847 Washington St & New Haven Dr 2.4 0.9 

50848 Washington St & Hamblen Dr 4.4 0.3 

50849 Washington St & Research Way 3.5 0.1 

50850 Washington St & Girls School Rd 10.5 1.3 

50851 Washington St & Western Dr 6.5 0.9 

50852 Washington St & Banner Ave 2.2 0.5 

50853 Washington St & Sigsbee St 38.4 6.5 

50854 Washington St & Brant St 1 0.1 

50855 Washington St & Dukane Way 34 2.7 

50856 Washington St & High School Rd 0.1 0 

50857 Indianapolis Airport 159 143 

50858 W Perimeter Rd - WellPoint 2.5 0.8 

50859 W Perimeter Rd - Wellpoint 0.3 7.1 

50860 Bridgeport Rd & Washington St 52.9 2.4 

50861 Bridgeport Rd & Washington St 3.4 59 

50878 Washington St & Post Rd 24.7 7.3 

50878 Washington St & Post Rd 23.6 6.7 

50879 West Perimeter Rd & Stafford Rd 0.1 1.9 

50880 West Perimeter Rd & Stafford Rd 1.5 0 

50881 Washington St & Hoffman Rd 1.3 0.1 

50882 Washington St & Hoffman Rd 0.2 3.3 

50883 Washington St - 8201 W 2 0.2 
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50884 Washington St - 8202 W 0.7 3 

50885 Harding Street & Washington Street 2.3 53.8 

50886 South Service Rd and West Perimeter Rd 1.8 4.7 

50887 Washington St & Harding St 71.1 27.8 
 
**Stops Marked for Hypothetical Elimination in Red 
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Appendix F: 1320’ Walk Sheds on Current IndyGo Route 22 
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Appendix G: IndyGo APC Counts of Average Daily Boardings for 2015 on Route 22 Stops 
 
Stop 
Number Stop Name Daily On Daily Off 

10132 Capitol Ave & Market St 1,032.90 894.4 

10133 Maryland St & Pennsylvania St 344.7 297.9 

10135 Ohio St & Pennsylvania St 1,031.30 1,521.20 

10400 Delaware St & Market St 71.5 18.8 

12536 East St & Georgia St 4.9 6.6 

12608 Shelby St & Palmer St** 4.9 2.5 

12609 Shelby St & Cottage Ave 3.1 1.6 

12610 Shelby St & Orange St 1.4 1.8 

12611 Shelby St & Morris St 8.2 2.6 

12623 Shelby St & Sanders St 8.3 4.8 

12624 Shelby St & Orange St 3.3 2.8 

12625 Shelby St & Cottage Ave 2.0 2.4 

12626 Shelby St & Pleasnt Run Pkwy N Dr 2.8 5.2 

12903 Fletcher Ave & College Ave 0.2 0.3 

12904 Fletcher Ave & Pine St 0 0.4 

12905 Fletcher Ave & Calvary St 0.6 1.7 

12907 Shelby St & Lexington Ave 0.9 1.6 

12908 Shelby St & Pleasant St 1.6 4.2 

12909 Woodlawn Ave & Shelby St 1.5 5.4 

12910 Shelby St & Naomi St 0.9 2.7 

12911 Shelby St & Legrande Ave 1.6 9.9 

12912 Shelby St & Raymond St 3.2 7.9 

12913 Shelby St & Hervey St 1.1 3.7 

12914 Shelby St & Garfield Dr 1.9 3.3 

12915 Shelby St & Hoefgen St 3.2 2.2 
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12916 Shelby St & Southern Ave 0.9 4.6 

12917 Shelby St & Nelson Ave 1.5 3.3 

12918 Shelby St & Yoke St 0.9 2.9 

12919 Shelby St & Albany St 0.7 3.2 

12920 Carson Ave & Knox St 0.1 0.4 

12921 Carson Ave & Bacon St 0.0 0.4 

12922 Carson Ave & Teakwood Dr 0.6 4.6 

12923 Carson Ave - 3360 S 0.0 0.2 

12924 State Ave & Sumner Ave 0.0 0.4 

12925 State Ave - 3700 S 0.0 0.1 

12926 State Ave & National Ave 0.8 2.0 

12929 Hanna Ave & State Ave 1.3 3.4 

12930 Hanna Ave & Mathews Ave 0.3 1.7 

12931 Hanna Ave - 1501 E 0.6 4.2 

12932 Hanna Ave & Otterbein Ave 2.3 1.7 

12934 Hanna Ave & Shelby St 0.9 1.7 

12935 Hanna Ave - 1050 E 3.1 5.3 

12937 Hanna Ave & Madison Ave 2.5 7.8 

12939 East St & Private Dr 3.0 7.3 

12940 East St & Edwards Ave 3.0 7.2 

12941 US 31 & Thompson Rd 2.1 8.5 

12942 US 31 & Powell St 1.9 4.9 

12943 US 31 & Epler Ave 1.4 1.6 

12944 US 31 & Gilbert Ave 0.0 0.2 

12945 US 31 & Edgewood Ave 0.3 0.6 

12946 US 31 & Beechwood Ln 0.0 1.1 

12947 US 31 & Banta Rd 0.9 2.6 

12948 US 31 & Tulip Dr 0.3 1.1 
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12949 US 31 & Southport Rd 1.1 2.4 

12950 US 31 & Private Rd 0.1 0.9 

12951 US 31 & Hickory Ln 1.6 15.2 

12952 US 31 - Greenwood Place Shops 1.6 5.7 

12953 US 31 & Stop 11 Rd 0.3 0.9 

12954 US 31 & Stop 12 Rd 0.1 1.8 

12955 US 31 & Stop 13 Rd 0.1 2.2 

12957 County Line Rd & Westminster Dr 1.2 1.6 

12958 Community Hosp South at County Line 
Rd 22.2 19.0 

12959 County Line Rd & Shelby St 5.4 1.4 

12960 Shelby St & Private Dr 3.2 1.8 

12961 Shelby St & Stop 12 Rd 1.3 0.4 

12962 Shelby St & Front Royal Dr 1.6 0.3 

12963 Shelby St & Stop 11 Rd 0.3 0.2 

12964 Shelby St - 7901 S 2.4 0.5 

12965 US 31 & Shelby St 2.2 0.8 

12966 US 31 & Hickory Ln 13.0 2.3 

12967 US 31 - 7119 S 0.3 0.0 

12968 US 31 & Southport Rd 0.5 0.1 

12969 US 31 - 6789 S 1.9 0.1 

12970 US 31 & Banta Rd 2.8 1.0 

12971 US 31 & Edgewood Ave 0.7 0.1 

12972 US 31 & Epler Ave 3.2 1.2 

12973 US 31 & Powell St 15.3 10.8 

12974 US 31 & Thompson Rd 16.0 2.7 

12975 East St & Mills Ave 5.9 4.6 

12976 East St & Hanna Ave 6.6 2.1 
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12977 Hanna Ave & East St 5.8 3.7 

12978 Shelby St & Comer Ave 0.4 0.5 

12980 Hanna Ave & Madison Ave 5.6 2.5 

12982 Hanna Ave & Bowman Ave 0.6 0.7 

12984 Hanna Ave - 1500 E 5.7 2.6 

12985 Hanna Ave & Mathews Ave 0.0 0.0 

12986 State Ave & Hanna Ave 4.1 0.6 

12988 State Ave & National Ave 2.0 0.2 

12989 State Ave & Norton Ave 1.1 0.0 

12991 State Ave & Carson Ave 0.2 0.1 

12992 Carson Ave & Heritage Ct 5.3 0.6 

12993 Carson Ave & Boyd Ave 0.2 0.3 

12995 Carson Ave & Knox St 0.5 1.4 

12996 Shelby St & Albany St 0.8 0.7 

12997 Shelby St & Carson Ave 2.2 0.6 

12998 Shelby St & Mc Cord St 1.5 0.3 

12999 Shelby St & Nelson Ave 1.9 0.8 

13000 Shelby St & Southern Ave 3.4 1.6 

13001 Shelby St & Hoefgen St 2.7 1.5 

13002 Shelby St & Bradbury Ave 8.6 2.1 

13003 Shelby St & Kelly St 5.8 2.1 

13004 Shelby St & Raymond St 9.2 2.5 

13005 Shelby St & Legrande Ave 10.4 0.9 

13006 Shelby St & Naomi St 2.5 0.6 

13007 Shelby St & Pleasant Run Pkwy S Dr 2.8 1.2 

13008 Shelby St & Prospect St 2.1 3.5 

13010 Shelby St & Pleasant St 9.6 3.6 

13012 Fletcher Ave & Calvary St 0.6 1.2 
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13013 Fletcher Ave & Pine St 0.4 0 

13014 Fletcher ave & College Ave 0 2.7 

13016 Fletcher Ave & Virginia Ave 0.4 0.6 

13022 Shelby St & Iowa St 1.4 1.6 

50401 Ohio St & Illinois St 428.3 254.1 

50601 Maryland St & New Jersey St 13.2 3.8 

50602 Washington St & East St 86.7 24 

50745 Washington St & East St 10.1 34.1 

50746 Washington St & New Jersey St 10.6 39.8 

50747 Washington St & Delaware St 33.4 215.1 

53232 Troy Ave & Carson Ave 6.0 2.8 

53285 Troy Ave & Carson Ave 3.2 4.4 

53520 East St & Louisana St 0.8 2.9 

53521 East St & Georgia St 8.5 5.8 
 
**Stops Marked for Hypothetical Elimination in Red 
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Appendix H: 1320’ Walk Sheds on Current IndyGo Route 37 
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Appendix I: IndyGo APC Counts of Average Daily Boardings for 2015 on Route 37 Stops 
 

Stop 
Number Stop Name Daily On Daily Off 

10131 Ohio St & Illinois St 779.0 1,211.3 

10136 Ohio St & Meridian St 1,915.5 950.8 

10306 Lafayette Rd & 38th St** 9.6 27.1 

10307 Lafayette Rd - 3950 N - Lafayette Sq 131.6 97.4 

10308 Georgetown Rd - 4000 N 5.2 5.2 

10340 Lafayette Rd & 37th St 9.6 4.3 

10341 Lafayette Rd - 3574 N 3.3 3.5 

10342 Lafayette Rd - 3500 N 40.4 20.5 

10349 Lafayette Rd - 3600 N 4.0 5.8 

10350 Lafayette Rd 3750 N 2.4 10.5 

10875 Pennsylvania St & Ohio St 896.4 1,166.8 

12223 Georgetown Rd & Patricia St 0.5 4.2 

12224 Georgetown Rd & Thrush Dr 0.6 2.6 

12225 Georgetown Rd - 3335 N 0.7 3.3 

12290 Georgetown Rd & Thrush Dr 2.5 0.7 

12291 Georgetown Rd & Patricia St 7.5 0.8 

12467 Lafayette Rd & 46th St 8.6 11.2 

50144 Woodland Ave & Fairfield Ave 0.5 0.8 

50300 Ohio St & Capitol Ave 571.8 188.4 

50301 Ohio St & Senate Ave 9.0 9.1 

50748 Ohio St & West St 30.2 15.2 

51063 New York St & Illinois St 19.3 99.7 

51258 Michigan St & Blackford St 22.0 25.0 

51259 Michigan St & Blake St 15.5 48.0 

51260 Michigan St & University Blvd 18.8 24.8 
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51261 Michigan St & Barnhill Dr 7.4 8.6 

51263 Michigan St & Riley Hospital Dr 4.5 4.0 

51264 Michigan St & Eskenazi Dr 7.1 8.2 

51266 Michigan St & Porto Alegre St 3.5 8.7 

51332 White River Pkwy W Dr & Michigan St 55.1 32.5 

51333 White River Pkwy W Dr & Vermont St 4.7 4.4 

51334 New York St & Lansing St 1.2 1.1 

51335 New York St & Beauty Ave 2.1 4.0 

51336 New York St & University Blvd 7.4 13.6 

51337 New York St & Blake St 15.6 7.3 

51338 New York St & Blackford St 2.0 4.0 

51339 New York St & California St 5.9 3.5 

52528 79th St & Lieber Rd 2.8 1.0 

52529 79th St & Taunton Rd 0.2 0.1 

52530 79th St & Hoover Rd 3.7 0.4 

52599 79th St & Hoover Rd 0.3 3.5 

52600 79th St & Taunton Rd 0.1 0.2 

52601 79th St & Dartmouth Rd 1.0 2.5 

52701 White River Pkwy W Dr & 10th St 15.2 4.2 

52702 White River Pkwy W Dr - 1151 N 2.0 2.2 

52703 White River Pkwy W Dr & Belmont Ave 0.7 1.8 

52704 White River Pkwy W Dr & Pershing Ave 14 8.6 

52705 Lafayette Rd & 17th St 12.6 6.4 

52706 Lafayette Rd & Cold Spring Rd 2.6 3.4 

52707 Lafayette Rd & 21st St 4.9 7.1 

52708 Lafayette Rd & Private Dr 0.3 0.7 

52709 Lafayette Rd & Kessler Blvd N Dr 2.0 4.5 

52710 Lafayette Rd & Groff Ave 4.9 8.0 
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52712 Lafayette Rd & Roberta Dr 1.5 9.2 

52713 Lafayette Rd & Tibbs Ave 7.4 17.0 

52714 Lafayette Rd - 2915 N 16.7 16.9 

52715 Lafayette Rd & 30th St 11.5 7.3 

52716 Lafayette Rd & 34th St 16.3 23.0 

52717 Lafayette Rd & Georgetown Rd 0.5 1.6 

52718 Lafayette Rd - 4050 N 1.5 4.8 

52719 Lafayette Rd & Georgetown Rd 0.5 2.2 

52720 Georgetown Rd & Lafayette Rd 18.3 43.5 

52721 Georgetown Rd & 47th St 15.5 25.6 

52722 Georgetown Rd & Bradenton Pl 2.6 7.1 

52723 Georgetown Rd & 52nd St 8.9 9.4 

52724 Georgetown Rd & Pinecroft Dr 2.6 4.0 

52725 Georgetown Rd & Kelvington Dr 7.6 39.4 

52726 Georgetown Rd & 56th St 3.5 19.1 

52727 Georgetown Rd & 57th St 2.2 7.9 

52728 Georgetown Rd & Sebring Dr 0.0 0.5 

52729 Georgetown Rd & 59th St 2.8 6.8 

52730 Georgetown Rd & Country Brook Dr 0.7 3.2 

52731 Georgetown Rd & 62nd St 8.3 26.4 

52732 Georgetown Rd & Sandyside Dr 1.9 8.0 

52733 Georgetown Rd & Pendragon Blvd 3.2 8.3 

52734 Georgetown Rd & Covered Bridge Rd 2.9 9.8 

52735 Georgetown Rd & Oakwood Trail 1.3 6.4 

52736 Georgetown Rd & 71st St 5.3 56.2 

52737 Georgetown Rd - 7231 N 0.2 1.8 

52738 Georgetown Rd - 7575 N 0.7 22.9 

52741 Georgetown Rd - 7747 N 4.9 12.8 
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52742 79th St & Georgetown Rd 1.6 24.5 

52743 79th St - 5022 W 0.3 10.4 

52744 79th St & Allison Ave 0.2 8.3 

52745 Allison Ave & 81st St 0.2 6.1 

52746 81st St & Norfolk St 3.2 64.5 

52747 Norfolk St - 8178 N 0.3 3.9 

52748 Norfolk St & 84th St 0.2 1.9 

52749 Moller Rd & 86th St 0.4 11.3 

52750 Zionsville Rd & 86th St 1.8 2.7 

52751 Zionsville Rd & 84th St 0.3 3.7 

52752 Zionsville Rd - 8260 N 0.2 1.3 

52753 Zionsville Rd & 82nd St 0.5 3.3 

52755 Zionsville Rd & 80th St 0.7 9.9 

52756 Zionsville Rd & 79th St 0.2 1.0 

52757 Zionsville Rd - 7736 N 0.1 1.4 

52758 Zionsville Rd & 76th St 0.9 21.6 

52759 Zionsville Rd & 74th St 0.8 9.6 

52760 74th St - 5800 W 0.5 4.9 

52761 74th St & Woodland Dr 0.7 8.8 

52762 Woodland Dr - 7330 N 0.4 2.2 

52767 Woodland Dr - 7223 N 19.2 3.5 

52768 Woodland Dr & 74th St 7.5 0.6 

52769 74th St -5601 W 7.9 0.7 

52770 Zionsville Rd & 76th St 20.9 1.7 

52771 Zionsville Rd - 7750 N 1.4 0.1 

52773 Zionsville Rd & 82nd St 2.0 0.2 

52774 Zionsville Rd - 8269 N 0.8 0.1 

52775 Zionsville Rd & 84th St 1.5 0.2 
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52776 86th St & Zionsville Rd 33.6 6.2 

52777 Moller Rd & 86th St 10.5 0.6 

52778 Norfolk St & 84th St 1.7 0.2 

52779 Norfolk St - 8177 N 7.3 0.4 

52780 Norfok St & 81st St 49.0 3.0 

52781 Allison Ave & 79th St 5.8 0.8 

52782 79th St - 5045 W 6.4 0.4 

52783 79th St & Georgetown Rd 16.7 0.9 

52784 Georgetown Rd & 79th St 9.3 5.2 

52785 Georgetown Rd & 78th St 2.3 0.2 

52786 Georgetown Rd - 7520 N 13.7 0.7 

52787 Georgetown Rd - 7270 N 2.2 1.4 

52788 Georgetown Rd & 71st St 62.4 7.8 

52789 Georgetown Rd & Oakwood Trail 5.4 1.0 

52790 Georgetown Rd - 6702 N 13.6 2.7 

52791 Georgetown Rd & Potmac Square Dr 9.2 2.7 

52792 Georgetown Rd & Robinsrock Dr 6.7 1.7 

52793 Georgetown Rd & 62nd St 22.8 2.6 

52794 Georgetown Rd & Oakbrook Rd 5.7 2.3 

52795 Georgetown Rd & 59th St 11.8 5.2 

52796 Georgetown Rd & Sebring Dr 0.1 0.2 

52797 Georgetown Rd & 57th St 17.3 6.9 

52798 Georgetown Rd & 56th St 59.3 10.0 

52799 Georgetown Rd & Kelvington Dr 2.8 0.7 

52800 Georgetown Rd & Pinecroft Dr 4.0 1.1 

52801 Georgetown Rd & 52nd St 18.1 6.1 

52802 Georgetown Rd & Brock St 1.3 1.7 

52803 Georgetown Rd & 47th St 30.9 10.6 
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52804 Georgetown Rd & Century Plaza Rd 37.0 15.7 

52805 Lafayette Rd & Pike Plaza Rd 5.6 2.9 

52806 Lafayette Rd & Office Plaza Blvd 3.1 3.9 

52807 Lafayette Rd & Georgetown Rd 1.8 5.2 

52808 Lafayette Rd & Lafayette Pl 2.9 4.6 

52809 Lafayette Rd - 3900 N 6.2 5.4 

52810 Lafayette Rd - 3094 N 0.4 1.5 

52811 Lafayette Rd & 30th St 19.2 17.7 

52812 Lafayette Rd - 2850 N 7.9 5.3 

52813 Lafayette Rd - 2800 N 6.7 3.1 

52814 Lafayette Rd & Tibbs Ave 16.2 5.8 

52815 Lafayette Rd & Roberta Dr 1.9 1.1 

52816 Lafayette Rd & Groff Ave 10.5 3.9 

52817 Lafayette Rd & Kessler Blvd N Dr 3.9 2.2 

52818 Lafayette Rd - 2220 N 0.3 0.3 

52819 Lafayette Rd & 21st St 8.0 4.6 

52820 Lafayette Rd & 19th St 3.1 1.2 

52821 Lafayette Rd - 1740 N 2.7 1.2 

52822 Lafayette Rd & 16th St 6.1 16.7 

52823 White River Pkwy W Dr & Belmont Ave 2.0 1.5 

52824 White River Pkwy W Dr - 1150 N 2.9 1.5 

52825 White River Pkwy W Dr & 10th St 1.4 14.2 

52827 New York St & West St 3.9 6.4 

52828 New York & Senate Ave 8.9 51.4 

52829 81st St & Allison Ave 4.2 1.2 

52830 Lafayette Rd & 20th St 1.9 1.9 

52831 White River Pkwy W Dr & Pershing Ave 5 4.4 

52832 80th St & Zionsville Rd 9.5 0.9 
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52833 Intech Blvd & Intech Commons Dr 0.7 11.5 

52834 Intech Blvd & Network Way 6.4 2.9 

52835 Telecom Dr & Private Dr 1.2 1.9 

52836 Telecom Dr & Private Dr 28.5 30.3 

52837 Intech Blvd & Private Dr 0.4 0.2 

52839 Intech Blvd & Intech Commons Dr 4.0 0.8 

52841 Woodland Dr & 71st St 3.4 20.0 

52842 Georgetown Rd & 71st St 3.8 12.5 

86001 Traders Point 104.9 105.0 

86031 86th St & Zionsville Rd 9.4 30.2 
 
**Stops Marked for Hypothetical Elimination in Red 
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